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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
HOLDERNESS TOWN WARRANT 1980
To the inhabitants of the Town of Holderness in the County of Grafton and State of
New Hampshire qualified to vote in Town affairs;
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town House in said Holderness on Tuesday,
the eleventh of March next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the polls
shall be opened and shall close not earlier than six o'clock in the afternoon, to act
upon the following subjects, the second and subsequent articles to be acted upon
commencing at seven thirty o'clock in the evening of the same day.
Article 1: To choose all Town officers.
Article 2: To accept the reports of all Town officers and committees.
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three
hundred and fifty ($350.00) dollars to meet the requirements of RSA 442A in reference
to the impoundment of dogs.
Article 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
hundred dollars ($500.00) for the support of local hospitals.
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
hundred forty four dollars and twenty three cents ($244.23) to maintain and continue
the system of services of the Inter-Lakes Day Care Center.
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
hundred twenty dollars ($220.00) to assist in Maintaining the services of the Upper
Valley Senior Citizens Council.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to withdraw ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00)
and accrued interest from the Capital Reserve Account established by Article 10 in the
1978 Warrant and to apply said funds toward the purchase of a new truck for the High-
way Department.
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept from
Daniel F. Ryder, Jr. and C.L.D. Inc. for use as Town Roads, a deed to the Town of two
existing private ways, each 50 feet in width, known as Shingle Mill Lane and Trivett
Lane, including the turnaround at the end thereof, as shown on a plan entitled "Her-
itage Hill Phase II, Holderness, N.H. Survey and Plan by Elwin E. Macomber and J.
March, dated February 1973. Revision 1 : April 1973. Revision 2: October 1973" and
recorded in the Grafton County Registry of Deeds, Pocket 2, Folder 4, Plan 39. (By
petition) This petition was presented at Town Meeting March 1 3, 1979, and was tabled
for action at the 1 980 Town Meeting. Copy on file in the Town offices.
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept from 93
Realty, Inc., for use as a Town road, a deed to the Town of the existing private way, 50
feet in width, including the turnaround at the end thereof, as shown on a plan entitled
"Proposed Subdivision Milford S. Morgan Farm, Holderness, N.H. Belonging to 93
Realty, Inc., Campton, N.H. Surveyed May 1971 by G.S. Hall, scalel inch = 100 feet"
which plan is recorded in the Grafton County Registry of Deeds, Pocket 2, Folder 4
Plan 17. (By petition). This petition was also presented at Town meeting March 13,
1979, and was tabled for action at the 1980 Town Meeting. Copy on file in the Town
Offices.
Article 10: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept from -
Gladys Merrill, Halston Lenentine, Jr., and John McLeod for use as a Town road,
deeds to the Town of the existing private way 50 feet in width, including the tur-
naround at the end thereof, as shown on a plan entitled "Plan of Roadwav in
Holderness, N.H. Belonging to G. Merrill, H. Lenentine Jr., J. McLeod et al."
Compiled from surveys by Richard Dearborn which are recorded in the Grafton County
Registry of Deeds. (By petition). Copy on file in the Town offices.
Article 11 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to have driveways
sanded for persons incapacitated by reason of health or age. (By petition).
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal from the
Revenue Sharing Fund established under the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972
for setoffs against budgeted appropriations for the following priority items indicated,




General Expense of Highway Department 1 2,000.00
Town Dump 12,000.00
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty five
thousand dollars ($65,000.00) for the purchase of a Tank Truck for the Fire Department
and determine whether such sum shall be raised by borrowing under the New
Hampshire Municipal Finance Act or otherwise, and pass any vote relating thereto.
Article 14: To see if the Town will make any alterations in the amount of money
required to be raised and appropriated for the ensuing year for the support of the
Town, as recommended by the Budget Committee in its report.
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to have the Appraisal Division of the
Department of Revenue Administration conduct a complete revaluation starting in
1983 or thereafter as conditions warrant such action.
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow in
anticipation of taxes.
Article 17: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to administer, lease,
sell, convey or otherwise dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town by any Tax
Collector's deed in accordance with the provisions of RSA 80:42.
Article 18: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for, receive and
expend federal or state grants, which may become available during the course of the
year, and also to accept and expend money from any other governmental unit or
private source to be used for purposes for which the Town may legally appropriate
money; provided; (1) that such grants and other monies do not require the ex-
penditure of other Town funds, (2) that a public hearing shall be held by the Selectmen
prior to the receipt and expenditure of such grants and monies; and (3) that such
items shall be exempt from all provisions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and ex-
penditure of Town moneys, all as provided by RSA 31 :95-b".
Article 19: To transact any other business that nnay legally come before the
meeting.
Given under our hands this 18th day of February in the year of our Lord nineteen
hundred and eighty.




Donald E. Dana, Chairman
Irving R. Marsh /
Roger S. Gage /
Selectmen of Holderness /
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PROCEDURE OF THE HOLDERNESS TOWN MEETING MARCH 13, 1979
At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of Holderness, qualified to vote
In town affairs, and held in the Town Hall of said Holderness, New Hampshire, on
March 13, 1979, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, the following business was transacted:
Article II: I To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year; and to vote on the
adoption of the provisions of RSA 466:30: On the check list: 878 Votes cast: 176
For the Town
:
Selectman for Three Years







Gertrude L. Eisner 169
Blank 7
Town Treasurer





Corinne M. Demers 169
Blank 7
Library Trustee for Three Years
Laura M. Heath 161
Sue Brown 1
Blank 14
Overseer of Town Welfare







Lyie M . Thompson 1 65





Trustee of Trust Funds
C. James Ayer 163
Blank 13
Fire Wards
Stanley E. Graton 163







Vote on RSA 466:30 making it unlawful for an owner of any dog licensed or
unlicensed to permit said dog to run at large except when accompanied by owner or
custodian, and when used for hunting, herding, supervised competition and
exhibition or training for such
Yes: 95 No: 58
For the School
School Moderator





















School Board Member for Three Years









Article 2: To accept the reports of all Town officers and committees. Voted
unanimously in the affirmative.
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three
hundred and fifty dollars to meet the requirements of RSA 442A in reference to the
impoundment of dogs. Voted unanimously in the affirmative.
Article 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
hundred dollars ($500.00) for the support of local hospitals. Voted unanimously in the
affirmative.
Article 5: To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one
hundred eighty six and 55/100 dollars ($186.55) to maintain and continue the system
of services of the Interlakes Day Care Center. Voted in the affirmative with some
dissenting votes.
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the expenditure of two hundred
fifty two dollars ($252.00) with accrued interest, to be used as a setoff against the
budgeted appropriation for Town officer's expanses and to authorize the withdrawal
of said sum from the Anti-Recession Funds. Voted unanimously in the affirmative.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
hundred dollars ($200.00) to assist in maintaining the services of the Upper Valley
Senior Citizens Council. Voted unanimously in the affirmative.
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to return to the Federal Revenue Sharing
Fund the sum of six hundred fifteen dollars ($615.00) representing the unexpended
balance of the appropriation made under Article 7 in the 1978 warrant for the purchase
of a plow and sander. Voted unanimously in the affirmative.
Article 9: To see if the town will vote to authorize the withdrawal from the,
Revenue Sharing Fund established under the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972,
for setoff against budgeted appropriations for the following priority items indicated,
or take any other action thereon:
Appropriation Amount
Police Department $ 8,000.00
Fire Department 8,000.00
General Expense Highway Dept. 8,000.00
Article amended to omit the words "or take any other action thereon." Vote on
amended motion was in the affirmative, unanimously.
Article 10: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of five thousand
dollars ($5,000.00) to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund established by Article 10
in the 1978 Warrant to finance the purchase of a new truck for the Hiqhwav Depart-
ment and authorize the withdrawal of said sum for this purpose from the Revenue
Sharing Fund.
Voted unanimously in the affirmative.
Article 11 : To see if the Town will make any alterations in the amount of money
required to be raised and appropriated for the ensuing year for the support of the
Town, as recommended by the Budget Committee in its report. Voted in the af-
firmative with some dissenting votes.
Article 12: To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey real
estate acquired by Tax Collector's deed to original owner for unpaid taxes, interest
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and costs, including legal fees, notwithstanding the provisions of RSA 80:4211 and in
accordance with the provisions of RSA 80:421. Voted in the affirmative unanimously.
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to provide Workmen's Compensation
coverage for eligible employees by participating in the New Hampshire Municipal
Association Self-funded Workmen's Compensation Program, commencing April 1,
1979 and to authorize the Selectmen to take such action in furtherance of this vote as
may be necessary. Voted in the affirmative unanimously.
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept from
Daniel F. Ryder Jr and Glen T. Kiedaisch for use as Town roads, a deed to the Town of
two existing private ways, each 50 feet in width, known as Shingle Mill Lane and
Trivett Lane (including the turnaround at the end thereof) as shown on a plan entitled
"Heritage Hill Phase II Holderness N.H. Survey and Plan by Elwin E. Macomber and J.
March dated February 1973 Revision 1: April 1973 Revision 2, October 1973." and
recorded in the Grafton County Registry of Deeds, Pocket 3, Folder 4, Plan 39 (By
petition). Article was tabled until town meeting in 1980.
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept from
93 Realty, Inc. for use as a Town road, a deed to the Town of the existing private way,
50 feet in width, including the turnaround at the end thereof, as shown on a plan
entitled "Proposed Subdivision Milford S. Morgan Farm, Holderness, N.H. belonging
to 93 Realty, Inc., Campton N.H. Surveyed May 1971 by S.G. Hall scale 1 inch = 100
feet ... "which plan is recorded in the Grafton County Registry of Deeds, Pocket 2,
Folder 4, Plan 17 (By petition). Article was tabled until Town meeting 1980.
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to increase the number of Library Trustees
from three to six. One additional member to be elected for one year, one additional
member to be elected for two years and one additional member to be elected for three
years (By petiiton). Voice vote was in the affirmative with some dissenting votes.
Article 17: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept local
donations of $1 ,142.50 as matching funds for a grant of equal amount from the High-
way Safety Agency for the purchase of radar equipment for the Police Department
Voted in the affirmative with dissenting votes.
Article 18: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to borrow in an-
ticipation of taxes. Voted in the affirmative unanimously.
Article 19:To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to administer, lease,
sell, convey or otherwise dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town by any Tax
Collector's deed in accordance with the provisions of RSA 80:42. Voted in the the
affirmative unanimously.
Article 20: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept grants from
the State of New Hampshire or the United States Federal Government. Voted in the
affirmative unanimously.
Article 21: To transact any other business that may legally come before the
meeting. Comment was made by Mr. Lowies to use the old post office rather than
replace it. Mrs. Phyllis Smith requested that the Town sand the driveways of elderly
citizens over seventy years of age if needed and so desired. The moderator declared
such a motion could not be entertained at this time. Motion to adjourn made by Mr
Taylor. Seconded by Mr. Thompson. Voice vote was unanimous in the affirmative
15
1979 SUMMARY INVENTORY
Land — Improved and Unimproved $ 20,235,650.00
Buildings 22,007,490.00
Public Utilities, Electric $390,930.00
Total Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed $42,634,070.00
Exemptions
Blind -2 exemptions $ 23,400.00
Elderly, 26V2 exemptions 140,100.00
1 at 4,650
1 at 2,950
School Dining Room & Dormitory & Kitchen 150,000.00
Total Exemptions Allowed $31 3,500.00
Net Valuation on which Tax Rate is Computed $42,320,570.00
Electric, Gas & Pipeline Company Operating Plant
N.H. Electric Coop. 167,980
Public Service Companv 222,950
Total 390,930.00
Number of Inventories Distributed in 1979 867
Number of Inventories Properly completed and filed in 1979 782
Number of Individuals Applying for an Elderly Exemption 1979 30y2 at 5,000
Number of Individuals Granted an Elderly Exemption 1979 26 V2 at 5,000
1 at 4,650
1 at 2,950
Number of Property Owners who were granted Current Use Exemption in 1979 43
Total Number of Acres Exempted under Current Use in 1979 6949.18
No. of Owners No. of Acres
a/c Farm Land 13 190.5
a/c Wetland 2 6.5
a/c Forest Land 29 5772.4
a/c Wild Land 20 879.78
Total Assessed Value of Land under Current Use:
RSA75:1 $2,168,170.00
C.U. $191,480.00
1979 STATEMENT OF APROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
For Use By
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATIONS Town
General Government:
Town officers' salaries $ 9,000.00
Town officers' expenses 16,000.00
Election and Registration expenses 700.00
16
Town Hall and Other Buildings Expenses 4,000.00
Reappraisal of property 3,700.00
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police department 57,957.00
Fire Department, inc. forest fires 27,919.00
Blisterrust and care of trees 1.00
Planning and Zoning 6,515.00





Health Dept. $3,626, Hospital $500, Ambulance $3,775 7,901 .00
Vital Statistics 50.00
Town Dump and Garbage Removal 29,660.00
Highways & Bridges:
Town road aid 647.57
Town Maintenance 45,700.00
Street Lighting 2,400.00





Old age assistance 4,800.00
Aid to permanently and totally disabled 3,600.00
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day - Old home day 460.00
Recreation:




Damages and Legal expenses 2,000.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 200.00
Employees' retirement and Social Security 7,000.00
Dog care 350.00
Day care center 187.00
Senior citizens council 200.00
Debt Service:
Principal - long term notes & bonds 9,700.00
Interest • long term notes & bonds 782.00














National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest on Delinquent Taxes
Resident Tax Penalties
Inventory Penalties
In Lieu of Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
From State:
Meals and Rooms Tax
Interest and Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Highway Subsidy
Reimb. a/c Road Toll Refund
Reimb. Business Profits Tax
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Rent of Town Property









































Receipts Other Than Current Revenue:
Revenue Sharing Funds
Anti Recession Fund















REPORT OF MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
61 South Spring Street PO Box 457
Concord, 03301
Lloyd M. Price Municipal Services Division










This communication is intended to serve as a status report on the examination
made by this division of the accounts and records of the Town of Holderness.
The audit f ieldwork is currently underway. We do not expect to be able to submit
a report of this audit prior to the publication of the 1979 Annual Report.
We regret the inconvenience which this may cause. However, we fully expect that
our report will be finalized and forwarded to your office in the very near future.
Very truly yours,
Robert L. Vachon, CPA
Assistant to the Commissioner
Municipal Affairs
RLV:jad
DUE TO THE ABOVE IT WILL BE IMPOSSIBLE TO INCLUDE THE AUDIT IN THE
TOWN REPORT. THE AUDIT WILL BE AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC IN THE TOWN
CLERK'S OFFICE WHEN IT IS RECEIVED BY THE SELECTMEN.
DETAILED EXPENDITURES - 1979
TOWN OFFICERS - SALARIES :








TOWN OFFICERS - EXPENSES
Ayer Insurance Agency, Insurance 539.34
Branham Publishing, Guide Book 16.50
Brown & Saltmarsh, Supplies 251.96
Clays Newstand, Supplies 13.35
Clifford Nicol, Printing 88.05
D. Dana, Expenses 434.49
C. Demers, Expenses 208.43
Durand Enterprises, Typewriter Repairs 64.00
G. Eisner, Expenses & Clerical 1 ,1 34.63
Equity Publications, RSA 14.00
B. Fortier, Recording 1 .30
H. Heath, Expenses 97.20
L. Heath, Expenses 50.43
Honnestead Press, Printing ^ 65.06
I. Marsh, Expenses 38.75
M.S. Ginn, Supplies 21.50
Mountain Media, Printing & Report 2,370.40
N.E. Telephone, Service 390.07
N.H. M.A., 1979 Dues 378.77
N.H.M.A.U.C. Fund, U.C. Payments 36.12
N.H. Assoc. Assessors, 1979 Dues 20.00
N.H. City Clerks Assn., 1979 Dues 10.00
N.H. Tax Coll. Assn., 1979 Dues 12.00
N.H. State Treasurer, Audit Expenses 1,715.52
Pemi Bank, Checks & Stop Payment 1 65.44
Pioneer Bus. Machine, Supplies 89.89
Postmaster, Postage & Box rent 533.00
J. Putnam, Expenses 60.32
H. Sargent, Bookkeeping 4,689.09
Tower Publications, Guide 12.00
Chas. A. Wood, Register Deeds 125.50
ELECTION & REGISTRATION
K. Beij, Ballot Clerk 30.00
W. Collins. Supv. check list 30.00
G. Fabian, Ballot Clerk 4.50
B. Gage, Ballot Clerk 4.50
S. Gehling, Ballot Clerk 30.00
D. Goodridge, Supv. Check List 50.00
R. Goss, Supv. check list 50.00
A. Hodges, Ballot Clerk 4.50
E. Horstmann, Ballot Clerk 4.50
Mountain Media, Printing 201.75
G. Ray, Moderator 50.00
TOWN HALL AND OTHER BUILDINGS
Ayer Insurance Agency, Coverages 459.30
Ayer Insurance Agency, Public Liability 328.00
H. Heath, Repairs 86.23
H.A. Holt Co., Flags 44.32
M. Mann, Cleaning 470.00
N.H.M.A. W.C. Fund, Workmen's Comp 34.62
N.H.M.A.U.C. Fund, Unemployment Comp. 6.12
N.E. Tel., Service 374.05
N.H. Elec. Coop, Service 1,573.68
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R. Patterson, Repairs 70.00
Plymouth Furniture, Vacuum Bags 4.00
Kent Smith, Painting stairway 334.49
POLICE
H. Ahem, Services 40.00
Ayer Insurance, Coverage 3,271.12
E. Benson, Wages 1,511.25
Blue Cross, Premiums 1,197.72
Brooks Auto, Supplies 5.79
Central Equipment, Equipment 52.50
J. Chase, Services 95.00
C. Cheney, Salary 8,926.00
Clifford Nicol, Printing 160.96
Doggett Auto, Repairs 355.54
Drews Flowers 21.65
Durant Ent., Repairs 43.60
Equity Publ., Laws 16.00
S. Edwards, Services 15.00
Exxon, Fuel 1,030.93
G. Faran, Wages 159.00
G. Farina, Services 35.00
R. Gagne, Salary 14,838.00
S. Gehling, Wages 21.00
Gulf Oil, Fuel 2,243.64
A. Johnson, Wages 1,312.80
Juston Signals, Radar 2,285.00
Lemay Tire, Tires 105.28
G. Mack, Wages & photos 601.00
M. Mann, Cleaning 40.00
McCormack Auto Body, Repairs 135.90
Moreys Uniforms, Uniforms 88.10
Mountain Media, Printing 51.05
P. Needham, Services 29.25
N.E. Tel., Services 558.68
N.H.M. A., Unemployment Fund 266.37
N.H. Assn. PoliceChiefs, Dues 10.00
N.H.S.P.C.A., Law Book 5.00
N.H. Ordinance, Equipment 104.56
T. O'Donnell, Wages 21.00
Ossipee Electronics, Equipment 782.49
M. Plant, Dog boarding 9.00
Postmaster, Postage & Box rent 20.00
Quick Arms, Equipment 496.65
Reeves Inc., Equipment 31 .80
Smith Piper, Supplies 11.77
State of N.H., Check radar & reg. auto 12.00
Texaco Inc., Oil 36.72
B.Thibeault, Wages 293.75
R. Tivey, Services ' 40.00
Town & Campus, Supplies 53.42
Town of Plymouth, Dispatch Service 837.70
Tully Buick, Buick cruiser 5,847.78
1. Zampieri, Salary 9,854.00
21
FIRE
Ayer Insurance, Coverage , 2,559.75
Dr. Archibald, Services 18.00
Akron Brass, Parts 275.23
Brooks Auto Supply, Parts 2.36
Central Distr., Materials 250.00
A. Chabot, Emer. Loader W6 100.00
J. Cripps, Repairs 191.36
Exxon, Fuel 564.16
Forest Fire Fighters, Forest fires 7,558.66
Gilbert Inc., Pump Repairs 2,319.75
Granite State Petr., Heating Oil 1,735.19
H. Hartwell, Supplies 15.45
K. Hawkins, Keys 2.00
Holderness Fire Dept., Equip. Rental 6,838.55
Laconia Fire Equip, Equipment 48.00
Lakes Region Mutual Aid, Dues & Equipment 5,921 .76
Lakes Region Fire School, Dues 130.00
Merriam Graves, Tank Rental 87.40
P. Needham, Telefreeze 29.95
National Fire Prot., Dues 48.00
N.E.Tel, Service 430.22
N.H. Elec. Coop, Service 630.46
Pemi Glass, Glass 39.00
Postmaster, Box Rent 4.00
Rands, Supplies 114.57
Rines Garage, Parts 32.00
Robbins Auto, Parts 28.82
Sanel Auto, Parts 287.48
Smith Piper, Supplies 89.69
Stateof N.H. , Vehicle Reg. 8.00
Wright Comm., Radio Repairs 517.23
CIVIL DEFENSE
Gary Mack, Expenses 127.64
HEALTH
R. Eames, Treas., Health Fund 200.00
Lakes Reg. GenI Hosp., Contrib. 250.00
R. Moren, Services 175.69
Pemi Baker Home Health, Contrib. 2,926.00
Sceva Speare Hosp., Contrib. 250.00
Town of Plymouth, Ambulance Serv. 3,774.54
VITAL STATISTICS
G. Eisner, Fees 25.50
CONSERVATION
Ayer Insurance, Coverage













VV. Earl, Labor 25.00
Lakes Reg. Disposal, Haulage 20.108.00
N.E.Tel., Service 168.00
N.H. Elec. Coop, Service 657.24
N.H.M.A.U.C, Unemploy. Ins. 54.60
Lewis Thompson, Wages 21.00
L.M. Thompson, Wages & Equip. 135.00
L.M. Thompson Jr., Wages 21.00
C.Winton, Wages 372.60
HIGHWAY, SUMMER
Ashland Lumber, Supplies 32.40
R. Avery, Gravel 1 ,203.00
Beede Waste Oil, Road Oil 812.00
Campton Sand & Gravel, Gravel 4,612.42
W. Earl, Wages 2,478.30
C.P. Howe, Gravel 327.60
M. Hunkins, Wages 207.90
Pike Industries, Materials 36.20
D. Taylor, Wages 2,863.50
Lewis Thompson, Wages 1,135.95
L.M. Thompson, Wages & Equip. 7,564.80
L.M. Thompson Jr., Wages 1,446.80
C.Winton, Wages 1,654.46
HIGHWAY, WINTER
D. Bain, Snow Removal 50.00
A. Blaisdell, Wages 134.40
Campton Sand & Gravel, Winter Sand 666.65
W. Earl, Wages 2,903.00
M. Hamilton, Wages 820.25
Internatl. Salt, Winter sale 1 ,821 .27
I. Marsh, Contract Plowing 252.00
Merrimack Farmers Exch., Supplies 38.20
Metra Chem. , Sand Treatment 1 ,633.58
Share Corp., Parts 543.53
D. Taylor, Wages 1,905.16
Lewis Thompson, Wages 369.60
L.M. Thompson, Wages 6,704.65
L.M. Thompson Jr., Wages 268.80
C. Winton, Wages 2,909.1
7
TRA.
State Treasurer, Town Share 647.57
STREET LIGHTS
N.H. Elec. Coop, Service 2,322.13
LIBRARY
Ayer Insurance, Coverage 88.11
E. Dana, Treas., Appn. 3,188.69
M.M.F. Delashmit, Wages 518.00
A. MacDonald, Wages 1,805.25
M. Mann, Cleaning 260.00
N.H.M.A.U.C, Unemploy. Comp. 19.95
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GENERAL EXPENSE HIGHWAY DEPT.
Ashland Lumber, Supplies 42.43
Ayer Insurance, Coverage 4,410.08
B.B. Chain, Chains 96.00
Brooks Auto, Supplies 1,226.95
Brown & Saltmarsh, Time Sheets 19.36
Cantin Chevy, Parts 60.51
Cargo, Tires 217.48
Chadwick Baron, Parts 1,201.97
Chem. Power, Supplies 8.80
Central Distrib., Parts 123.15
Doggett Auto, Repairs 39.60
W. Earl, Wages 1,347.00
Exxon, Fuel 3,562.91
Foster & Co., Supplies 117.96
C. A. Gould, Supplies 66.37
Granite State Pet., Oil 43.16
Gulf Oil Corp, Fuel 3,136.78
Hawkensen Ent., Supplies 16.12
Lubrication Eng., Lubricants 625.84
Main Street Electric, Repairs 36.00
Meredith Tire, Tires 643.64
Merriam Graves, Gas 41.24
Merrimack Farmers Exch., Supplies 30.15
C.R. McLoud, Saw chain 16.85
N.H. Elec coop, Service Traffic Lights 295.47
N.H.M.A., Unemploy. Comp 339.27
Oxford Chem, Supplies 1 14.26
Palmer Spring, Springs 462.80
Pemi Natl Bank, Stop Payment 3.00
Puccetti Hardware, Supplies 127.59
Rands, Supplies 1 .23
Rines Garage, Repairs 1,275.51
Sanel Auto, Parts 339.63
Sears, Tools 76.29
Share Corp, Supplies 104.69
Shortts Garage, Parts 20.86
E.W. Sleeper, Parts 494.80
Smiths Northern Elec, Parts 22.95
State of NHMV, Regis 6.00
D. Taylor, Wages 470.40
Texaco, Oil 192.29
H. Thompson, Parts 7.33
Lewis Thompson, Wages 98.80
L.M. Thompson Jr., Wages 40.00
L.M. Thompson Jr., Wages 67.20
Universal Supply, Supplies 29.21
C.Winton, Wages 31.60
YeatonOil, Fuel Oil 1,828.34
TOWN POOR
Ashland Pharmacy, CASE #3 62.35
DurginOil,Case#5 222.20
DurginOil, Case #6 110.30
DurginOil, Case#7 115.97
Food Town, Case #4, 39.44
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Fox Park Apts, Case #5, 335.00
Granite State Petr., Case #4 179.67
Lake Shore Ctry Store, Case #4 80.00
B. MacDonald, Case #1 387.60
N.H. Elec. Coop, Case#5 127.91
R.C. Smith, Case #4, 290.00
O.A.A.
Treas State N.H., Town Share 1,116.81
APTD
Treas. State N.H., Town Share 690.81
MEMORIAL DAY
Ayer Insurance, Coverage 155.00
Dupuis-Cross Post, Services 150.00
H. Heath, Repair Honor Roll 29.35
E. Jenkins, Expenses 50.00
Royal Eagles, Services 85.00
RECREATION
Ayer Insurance, Coverage 196.37
Ashland Lumber, Lumber 191.90
B.A. Baker, Repairs 76.00
Parleys Rexall, Supplies 9.35
M. Hennessey, Life Guard 1,183.01
N.E. Tel, Service 49.45
N.H. Elec. Coop, Service 57.94
N.H. M.A., Unemployment Fund 15.60
Rands, Supplies 79.76
Smith Piper, Supplies 15.22
Squam Boats, Supplies 2.00
D. Taylor, Wages 42.00
L.M. Thompson, Wages 50.00
PLANNING:
Clifford Nicol, Printing 36.91
Lakes Reg. Plan. Comm., Dues 1,289.00
L.M. Staples, Operating Expenses 860.50
DOG CARE
N.H. Humane Soc, Contrib. 350.00
CEMETERY
Ayer Insurance, Coverage 56.78
H. Heath, Wheelbarrow 60.00
M. Hunkins, Wages 248.85
Merrimack Farmers, Supplies 35.60
NHMA, Unemployment Comp 7.04
Puccetti Hardware, Supplies 7.60
H. Shaw, Wages 226.80
D. Taylor, Wages 100.80




Deachman Law Office, Services 1 ,1 25.00
Nighswander et al, Services 888.68
ADVERTISING AND REGIONAL
Lakes Reg. Assn., Dues 200.00
DAY CARE CENTER
Interlakes Day CareCtr., Contrib. 186.55
SENIOR CITIZENS
Senior Citizens Council, Contrib. 200.00
INTEREST SHORT TERM
Pemi Natl Bank 6,706.81
INTEREST LONG TERM:
Pemi Natl. Bank, 782.50
NOTES LONG TERM
Penni Natl. Bank 9,700.00
NOTES TAX ANTICIPATION
Pemi Natl Bank 274,000.00
TOWN HALL FURNISHINGS
Harris Furniture, Chair for Chief 147.25
Sears Roebuck, Blackboards etc. 79.83
REASSESSMENT & TAX MAP
O. Moyer, Map Corrections 445.43
N.H. State Treas., Appraisers Services 2,595.07
Trojano Rhines, Copy Maps 53.40
RETIREMENT
N.H. Retirement System, Town Share 2,597.91
Treas. State of N.H., Town Share 3,990.75
CONSTRUCTION HIGHWAY
Campton Sand & Gravel, Materials 1,156.17
W. Earl, Wages 1,220.00
J. Hughes Sr., Blasting 258.00
M. Hunkins, Wages 478.80
N.H. Bituminous, Road Oil 3,134.42
Red Hed Supply, Culvert 1,031.16
RIC, Crane Rental 200.00
D. Taylor, Wages 1 ,827.00
Lewis Thompson, Wages 323.40
L.M. Thompson, Wages 3,382.00
L.M. Thompson Jr., Wages 268.80
INSURANCE
N.H.M.A. Workmans Comp. Fund 3,391.00
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE HOLDERNESS FREE LIBRARY
First off we wish to say it was a great loss to lose our beloved librarian, Arline
MacDonald. She was a great asset to the library. A record player for the use of the
children, has been given to the library in her memory, thanks to private donations
from friends who have enjoyed using the library.
While we were without help, volunteers filled in. Now we have a new librarian, Mrs.
Mary De Lashmit, and an assistant, Donna Nistler, who helps out on Saturdays.
Perhaps you have noticed our new sign, courtesy of Frank Webster. There have
been many changes in the appearance of the inside of the library, which we hope
meets with your approval.
There has been an increase of 1 00% in people using the library over last year.
Do come in and enjoy!
Respectfully submitted,
Helen A. Taylor, secretary
REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
At the outset, we, in the name of the Town, wish to voice our appreciation to the
members of the Mt. Livermore Chapter of the Grange for refurbishing the interior of
the Town Hall and also for the thoughtful gift of the flag, standard and stand that now
grace the conference room. Both were welcome and timely donations.
It was, to our regret, that we received the resignation of John Putnam as Selectman.
He served the Town with dedication when it was suffering growing pains - the new
Town Office construction and revaluation of the Town as well as the successful
solution to our solid waste problem.
Since last August selectmen from towns adjacent to Squam Lakes (Ashland, Center
Harbor, Holderness, Moultonboro and Sandwich) have been meeting informally to
discuss mutual problems common to proximity to the lakes as well as other matters
relating to town government and management. Members of planning boards and
conservation commissions have been encouraged to attend these monthly meetings.
We take this opportunity to advise potential home builders or home owners con-
sidering substantial alterations that under RSA 460:155D recently enacted, since
Holderness has no building code or building inspector, it shall be the responsibility of
the general contractor or owner-builder to submit plans and specifications for all
proposed construction to the Governor's Council on Energy for review and approval, if
found to be in conformity with the N.H. Energy Code.
Final determination of the 100 year base flood elevation has been made and it will
be necessary to hold a special town meeting later in the year to vote on the final phase
of the Federal Flood Insurance Program.
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We would be remiss were we not to express our appreciation to all the Town of-ficers, committee members, department heads and employees for their cooperationand dedication in conducting the routine business of the Town which each vearbecomes more difficult and demanding ' ^ '
Donald E. Dana, Chairman
Irving R. Marsh
Roger S. Gage










Books on hand: approximately 5,000
Books on loan from Bookmobile: 2,023
New Library members: 110
Library Hours: Wednesdays and Saturdays 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
In October I assumed the responsibilities of librarian from Van Dana, our Trustee
Treasurer, who did a marvelous job as acting librarian during the interim. There was a
very successful children's arts & crafts program, as well as a reading program this
summer. We had two successful Christmas crafts days as well, and a Christmas story
hour that was fun. We look forward to having more events in the new year, as well as
more special displays of books of interest. Our current displays are: The Arabs in
World Affairs, Egypt & the Pyramids, Castles & Knights, and other subjects. We have






























The Holderness Police Departnnent had a nnoderately active year in 1979. Un-
fortunately it was marred by five accidental deaths. Included was our first highway
fatality in almost five years, a fatal fire and a tragic skating accident on Big Squam
Lake.
The Special Force was increased by the hiring of Brian Thibeault, George Faran,
and Thomas O'Donnell. All three officers are also EMT's and are an asset to the
Department. Both Brian Thibeault and Elizabeth Gehling successfully completed the
Part Time Officers Course held in Plymouth.
Within the Department Sgt. Zampieri attended the First Line Supervision Course
and the Crime Prevention School. Officer Cheney attended the Police Prosecutors
School and Advanced Accident Investigation School. Both these officers are also
taking correspondence courses. All these are offered by the N.H. Police Standards
and Training Council. Our Department is also working towards training of the special
officers, because soon they will have to be certified within the state themselves.
The big event of the year within the Department was the winning of the N.H. 4-
Man Police Pistol Championship held in Hooksett. Special Officer Gary Mack led a
team comprised of himself, Off. Cheney, Spec. Off. Faran and Spec. Off. O'Donnell,
in their first competition shoot ever. With outstanding and balanced shooting they
captured first place bringing home the N.H. Sheriff Association Trophy and other
prizes. This was a two day shoot and involved teams from departments from all over
the state. We in the Department and citizens of the town can be proud of their ac-
complishment.
The following are several tips on crime prevention. Remember-Don't give a
criminal a chance!
1. Make sure doors are sturdy
2. Augment the door's security with a dead bolt
3. Use timers on lights and radios if your going out for a while
4. Do not put alarm systems out where they can be seen
5. When landscaping, do not plant large shrubbery around windows and doors. It
might look nice but it affords the criminal element a place to hide.
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We again take this opportunity to remind all to drive safely during the coming
year. And we wish all a very happy and safe 1980.
Respectfully Submitted,





































Traffic Checks and Warnings




























































Report from Holderness Police Dept.
1979 value of property stolen $ 71,133
1979 value of property recovered 29^963
Loss 41,170
1978 value of property stolen $ 29,572
1978 value of property recovered 18J75
Loss 10^797
FIFTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
HOLDERNESS FIRE DEPARTMENT
Nineteen hundred and seventy-nine was a year Holderness firennen would like
very much to forget. It was not a good year.
Mona Avery perished in her Rt. 175 home on January 18 as the town recorded its
first fire-related fatality since August 14, 1937 when Ernest H. Smith went back into
the burning barn at the Charles Cox farm on Shepard Hill and did not come out. The
worst fire fatalities in the town's history were on March 22, 1 931 when seven members
of the Lewis and Stella Avery family perished in their River Street home. One of the
survivors of that memorable blaze was Tom Avery who, on May 5, 1979, had a
passerby with CB radio call in that his home on Rt. 175, was ablaze. He escaped a
second time!
Firemen were also called to an overturned automobile on Rt. 113 near the Sand-
wich Town Line on April 5. Annette Blondeau of North Sandwich was the town's first
automobile fatality since November 1, 1974.
One month later to the day two separate fires were reported, both involving
dwellings "fully involved" in flames as firemen arrived. One was Tom Avery's, the
other involved the old Greenleaf homestead on Perch Pond Road. At Avery's, firemen
saved the main portion. But the Greenleaf Farm was too far gone when fire-fighting
personnel and equipment arrived.
The worst forest fire in the town's long history was discovered on the southerly
slopes of West Rattlesnake Mountain on May 9 and burned through the night into the
next day consuming 60 acres of forestland. Three days later firemen with backtanks
were still rout.ng out sparks from under fallen trees and around burned out stumps.
A lightning strike on Beede Road suddenly entered the home of Alex Ray (old
Rev. Stone place) on June 15 causing the family room to burst into flames. A backyard
swimming pool saved the home from more extensive damage providing enough water
to keep the fire from engulfing the restored residence. Residents up and down the
road found how important it is to have just one well-known name for a road. As neigh-
boring towns arrived to assist, all sorts of names were given to Beede Road causing
confusion to those not familiar with Holderness.
On June 25 came another forest fire. This was considerably smaller but was on an
island on White Oak Pond.
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Twice in two days the Department responded to the same location in Ashlana.
In 1979 Holderness recorded its first bomb scare; August 20 off the East
Holderness Road. It was a hoax.
Then, an already bad year took an even worse turn on December 30 when three
skaters were lost through the ice just west of Merrill Island on Squam Lake. Firemen
arrived at a large hole in the ice too late to save Vlastimil and daughter Lenka Zak, of
Plymouth, and Zbynet Dvoracek of Waterloo, Ontario.
Of the 40 calls for assistance in 1979, three resulted in 5 fatalities. Thirty-six
percent of all structure fires were as the result of chimney fires, up 11 % over a year
ago. Again it's those woodburning stoves, fireplaces and the resulting creosote build-
up in flues!
Mutual Aid runs to other towns made up 1 8% of all calls. We used Mutual Aid for
10% of our calls.
From the computerized records at Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid headquarters in
Laconia, our average 1979 response time turns out to be 2.4 minutes* , an increase of
only a few seconds over 1978. Our average arrival time ** was 5.7 minutes, way down
from 9.1 7 in 1978. Averages for the entire Mutual Aid system are 2.5 and 5.1 minutes




* the time from sounding the alarm until firemen leave the station in response
** the time needed for arrival at the scene- includes runs out of town as well.
HOLDERNESS FIRE DEPARTMENT - CALLS FOR HELP








McCrillis Hill Rd, limbs on powerline
Peter Hiam, Camp Paugus Rd., fire alarm malfunction
Mutual Aid, Meredith, cover truck
Paul Anderson, Mt. Prospect, chimney fire
Mutual Aid, Waterville Valley, Fourways Restaurant









Landers Trailer, Livermore Park, fire caused by heat tape
Holderness School, fire in incinerator, neighbor reported
Mutual Aid, Tilton, cover truck
Medical Emergency, Dorothy Huckins, inhalator
Amelia Howe, Howe Rd., Chimney fire
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18 Mona Avery, Rt. 175, structure fire-fatality
20 Del & Nina Taylor, trailer, sofa fire
23 Frank Webster homestead, ruptured waterpipe, pumped basement
February
16 Mutual Aid, Weirs Beach (did not have to respond)
24 Mutual Aid, Ashland
March
10 Robert Howe, Howe Rd., rubbish fire, neighbor reported
11 Mutual Aid, Ashland
26 False Alarm
April
5 Annette Blondeau, N. Sandwich, overturned auto-fatality
24 Mobil Station, Intervale, grass fire caused by torch
May
5 Tom Avery, Rt. 175, structure, called full Mutual Aid
5 Walt Greenleaf Homestead, Perch Pond Rd., structure, full MA
5 West Wind Cottages, grass fire, Red Hill Lookout reported
7 Robert Ayers, Rt. 175, smoke investigation, transformer
9 West Rattlesnake Mt., forest fire, approx. 60 acres
10 West Rattlesnake Mt., Forest fire, approx. 60 acres
23 Knud and Mary Neilson, Rt. 3, chimney fire
June
15 Alex Ray, Beebe Roaid, lightning strike, structure, MA
22 Heritage Hill, forest fire caused by children
25 Rockywold-Deephaven, grass fire
25 Island, White Oak Pond, woodsfire. Red Hill Lookout reported
July
4 Mutual Aid, Ashland, Cold Spring, faulty flue
6 Mutual Aid, Ashland, Cold Spring, grass fire
22 Reginald DeWitt, Little Squam Lake, smoke investigation
22 Medical Emergency, Little Squam, boat collision
August
20 Kevin Barlow, Jr., East Holderness Rd., bomb scare
28 Mark Winkler, Mt. Prospect Rd., carpet fire-floor furnace
September
6 Rockywold-Deephaven, McCrillis Rd., wires down-fire resulting
12 Rockywold-Deephaven, fire in clothes dryer
October
5 Ken Powderly, Rt. 3, truck fire caused by faulty exhaust
10 Gertrude Eisner, Perch Pond Rd., Chimney fire
11 Fire Safety Demonstration - Central School
22 Michael Linardi, Coxboro Rd at White Oak Pond, capsized canoe
28 Esther & Herbert Horstmann, partition fire-woodstove,
smoke detector
31 Daryl Smith, Cotton Cove, chimney fire
November
6 George Ray, Meadowbrook Dev., Rt. 175, chimney fire
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6 Mutual Aid, Ashland
December
28 Medical Emergency, Elmer Smith Rt. 113 (did not have to respond)
30 Rescue Call, skaters off Merrill Island, Squam Lake, 3 drowned
ANNUAL REPORT OF OVERSEER OF WELFARE
Under present welfare guide lines applicants must sign prepared forms attesting
to their need. Those considered eligible receive one or two food orders until some





ANNUAL REPORT OF HOLDERNESS PLANNING BOARD
During the year 1979 - 22 subdivisions were submitted to the Planning Board for
consideration and approval, 19 of these were approved. One was conditionally ap-
proved, pending completion of the road to meet town construction requirements. For
one subdivision, the lots of which were partially in Ashland, no action is to be taken
until approval of that section of the Subdivision located in Ashland. One subdivision
is to be reconsidered at a future date when the boundary line dispute is settled
amicably.
During the year 1 979 the Planning Board held a total of 22 meetings. Of this total
12 were regular monthly meetings for consideration of submitted subdivisions, one
was a special meeting regarding the Post Office Subdivision, 7 meetings were
devoted to the Master Plan, and 2 meetings were conferences with officials of the
Federal Flood Insurance Program.
The Holderness Planning Board is currently involved in formulating a Master Plan
for the Town. This procedure is mandated by State Statute, and recent court decisions
indicate that this should be a priority undertaking. What is Master Planning? It is a
process that citizens use to take stock of their town, to determine what their their
needs are, and decide what kind of place they desire their Town to me. This is
especially true as regards growth, the prevention of pollution of it's land and water,
and protection and preservation of it's natural resources.
The initial step in formulating this Master Plan is the Community Survey
questionnaire, which is now nearing completion. The Planning Board thanks all of
those who aided in this project. Results to date indicate about a 63% return, and they
are in the process of being analyzed and computed at the Lakes Region Planning
Commission.
The next step is the formation of Committees to carry on the additional various
aspects of this Master Plan. The Planning Board will be callinq on vou for continued
citizen particpation for help in gathering the necessary information. The work
program will include the following: Land Use Mapping, Population and Housing,
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Community Facilities, Economic Base Study, and Transportation. If your interest lies
in one of these areas, help your Town by volunteering your knowledge and services.
The National Flood Insurance Program has now completed it's detailed Flood
Insurance Rate Study, and now local regulations for construction within the 100 year
Flood Plain will be required in order for our Town to continue participation in this
program. Preparation of an Ordinance to meet the Federal requirements has not been
possible in time to meet the deadline of the March 11th, 1979 Town Meeting.
However, this matter will be brought before the Townspeople in the very near future,
to continue Holderness' participation in the Federal Flood Insurance Program.
The Board regrets Capt. Weldron's resignation for health reasons, and thanks
him for his service on the Board. It welcomes Harrison Sargent as the new member.
The Lakes Region Planning Commission, of which Holderness is a member, is
composed of representatives from 32 Towns in the Lakes Region. The Chairman of the
Planning Board is the representative to the Commission from Holderness, and has
attended each of the eleven monthly meetings, which are held on the evening of the
4th Monday of each month, except December.
Dr. Staples was elected a member of the Commission's Executive Committee at
the Annual Meeting on July 23rd. This Committee holds a middle of the day meetings
(11 :30 a.m. to 2 p.m.) on the 2nd Monday of each month, and your representative
from Holderness has attended each of these meetings.
The Lakes Region Planning Commission is a very valuable asset to the Region. It
received and utilizes numerous state and Federal Grants for projects of a regional
nature, such as water quality surveys, housing elements, mapping, health measure
plans, transportation, and legislation, all of which are of benefit to the individual
towns. The Commission is a storehouse of knowledge and information, assisting it's
member towns with advise and material aid with many of their individual problem
situations. Holderness is grateful to the Commission for their printing of our Sub-
division Regulations Booklets, and the Community Survey Questionnaires, which are
the first step in the Master Plan process.
The Lakes Region Planning Commission, in collaboration with the N.H.
Municipal Assoc, and the N.H. Bar Association sponsored it's Annual 4 evening law
Seminar with a different prominent attorney covering a different subject at each
session. The discussions involved certain planning procedures, state and regional
laws and regulations, certain current court decisions, and various problem situation
confronting certain towns and cities as related by members in the audience. The
Planning Board Chairman attended each of these sessions and Harrison Sargent, the
new Board member attended the 4th session.
Recent legislation now demands additional certified letter notification of
abutters of subdivisions, at agenda sessions as well as Public Hearings, entailing
much additional expense and clerical work for the Planning Board.
This year the Planning Board underspent it's Budget Appropriation by $314.36,
and turned back to the Town's General Fund as income the amount of $545.50, the
total amount received from subdividers for application for subdivision fees and
payment (from subdividers) of agenda and public hearing expense, thus reducing the
actual planning expense to the Town. A complete list of Planning Board expenses
appears elsewhere in this Town Report.
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Members of the Planning Board are:
Milton Huckins Frances Ayer, Secretary-Treasurer
Peter Hendel Lawrence M. Staples, D.M.D., Chairman
Harrison Sargent Donald Dana, Selectman Representative
Jon Bourne
Respectfully Submitted,
Lawrence M. Staples, D.M.D.
Chairman
REPORT FROM THE PEMI-BAKER HOME HEALTH AGENCY
The Agency continues to provide much needed health care to communities in this
area. In addition to our other services we now have a Physical Therapist who makes
home visits. In 1 979 the following care was delivered to Holderness residents
:
Skilled Nursing visits 139
Home Health Aide hours 86
Homemaker Aide hours 454
Physical Therapy visits 57
Blood pressure clinics are held the first Thursday in each month in Ashland. Last
year there were 41 9 Holderness clients and 52 referrals to physicians. Diabetic clinics
had 24 Holderness clients with 4 referrals to physicians.
Immunizaiton Clinics are held bi-monthly on the second Wednesday of the
month at the Legion Hall in Plymouth.
Another service of the Agency is an equipment lend-out closet containing
equipment which has been donated. Hospital beds, walkers, commodes, canes,





Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency Board of Directors
HEALTH OFFICER'S REPORT - 1979
In the past year thirteen (13) permits were issued for construction of septic
systems and approximately twenty (20) calls received pertaining to health matters.
Before construction of any building requiring a septic system an approval for
such system is required from the state.
Again - people must be reminded that permits are required to construct or repair
any septic system.
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In response to inquiries made concerning water analysis, please be advised that




REPORT OF HOLDERNESS PARK BOARD
1979
Prior to opening of the beach on July 1, 1979, Boy Scout Troop #70 and Cub
Scout pack #70, and Brownies assisted the Holderness Park Board, by mowing grass,
and cleaning the beach area. Life lines and the raft were placed at this time. The Life
lines needed new rope which was also replaced in 1979. Mr. Lyie Thompson and his
crew again hauled two more loads of beach sand, and removed the tree limbs, pine
needles and grass that was raked up by the Boy Scouts. Paul Needham again assisted
in connecting the water lines and associated toilet facilities.
Swimming Instructions were available at the beach in 1979. Several classes were
instructed by the Life Guard.
Improvements included the installation of wash basin in the rest rooms. (A state
health requirement in all public parks) Replacement of rope on life lines as mentioned
previously. Also new planks have been purchased for the raft, the present planks have
deteriorated to the point where they are no longer safe. The planks are stored at the
town shed in the rear of the Town Hall. The planks should be replaced before using
the raft in 1980.
A total of $720.00 was turned into the selectmen from the sale of beach tickets.
This Committee has enjoyed serving the community for the past three years. At
this time we wish to express our appreciation for all the assistance, you the people of
the community gave to us.
Respectfully Submitted,
Sue Gehling - Chairman
Ken Hawkins
Roger Gage
TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Your Commission ended 1979 with a complement of five members. The year
included a review of 10 wetland/dredge-and-fill construction applications, an in-
vestigation of 1 request for current use tax assessment, working with the School
Board in pursuing energy conservation measures, attendance at 6 Squam Watershed-
selectmen's meetings and assistance to the Planning Board in administering the
questionnaire phase of our town's new Master Plan.
After almost 100 years, Holderness has re-entered the era of windpower with the
November 9th installation of a 1750 kilowatt Enertech wind dynamo on the south
shore of Squam Lake. The town already has its first solar home and the use of
fuelwood to replace fossil fuels is becoming commonplace as energy costs escalate.
Energy conservation is crucial which necessitates a return to more natural systems.
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A new state law, effective last August 24th, requires that the state Wetlands
Board defer for 1 days any final decision to allow or disallow a wetland to be filled in
or dredged until it has heard from the community where the work is proposed. This is
to allow time for local sentiments to be expressed.
If the hometown community wants to have a say in the state's decision-making,
its conservation commission may require the Wetlands Board to wait for up to 30
days, during which time a local investigation and/or public review may be conducted.
Your Commission invoked this "home rule" provision once in 1979 after visiting,
on July 31st, the site of a proposed development adjacent to Lamb Swamp on White
Oak Pond. This 133.3-acre wetland is classified by the Holderness Wetlands Inventory
as having " ... very poorly drained" soils and is one of the town's most critical wetland
areas. At year's end the state had not yet made a decision on whether to allow in-
trustion.
Other applications to alter wetlands in 1979 included 2 proposals to improve
beaches, replacement of the dam at White Oak Pond, the repair of culverts by the
town, construction of a wharf and laying a power cable to an island.
On 4 occasions a member of the Commission met with School Board members or
Central School administrators in an effort to coordinate energy-conservation efforts
with the Governor's Council on Energy in Concord. At year's end, the Board was in the
process of qualifying for federal matching energy-conservation funds to make the
school less wasteful of energy.
Representatives of the 5 communities which make up the Squam Watershed -
mostly selectmen - have been meeting monthly since July 17 to discuss such things
as current use tax assessment, costs of borrowing money, wetlands and septic tank
regulations, contaminated road oil, police coordination and a variety of other topics.
One of the most important accompiisnments to emerge from these joint meetings
was a warning from Sandwich selectman about the possible contamination of road oil
purchased by our town to keep dust down. It seems as though Sandwich got a bad
load with carbon tetrachloride, ethyl benzene and toluene added. They had to close
their town beach and condemn 3 private wells. The Attorney General brought suit
against Beede Waste Oil in Plaistow, N.H. Fortunately Holderness, who also bought
from this firm, got a "clean" load which was determined after this Commission had
samples tested as taken from Beebe and Perch Pond Roads on August 10th.
Liability insurance on the Town Forest has finally made it possible for the
Commission to allow the limited cutting of firewood by residents and taxpayers for
their own private use. Contact the Commission for information.
Finally, in the years which lie ahead, Holderness will not be able to sidestep the
imminent questions associated with its growth. The Master Plan is one very crucial
aspect of being ready for growth. We support the town's Planning Board in it's efforts









REPORT OF TOWN HALL COMMITTEE
Improvements at the Town Hall this past year consisted of the interior of the main
hall being painted by Kent Smith and his crew with the cost having been paid by the
Mount Livermore Grange, except for the hallway leading to the offices downstairs
which the Town financed.
The steps and railings leading to the Town offices were cuprinoled, and the
flashing to the chimney repaired.
At the time the Town Hall was jacked up to make room for the offices, damage
was done to the chimney. We suggest that money be appropriated to have the
chimney repaired.
In the near future, the exterior of the Town Hall will need painting. Although the
initial cost would be more, it might be advisable for the townsfolk to make a decision
on painting vs. vinyl or aluminum siding of which the latter would eliminate any
further upkeep of the exterior.
If there are any suggestions as to how the operation and appearance of your
Town Hall can be improved, please contact any member of this Committee.
Respectfully submitted,
Paul M. Needham, Chairman
Kent Smith
Patricia Ford
REPORT OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
To the Citizens of Grafton County:
In an effort to communicate more directly with the taxpaying citizens of Grafton
County, we, the Grafton County Commissioners, are writing to you through your
individual town or municipal reports.
Last year (1978-79) the total county tax raised was $1 ,977,142. These monies were
appropriated by the County Delegation and administered by the Commissioners.
Some of the ways this money was spent was in maintenance of our courthouse,
nursing home, county farm, sheriff's department, jail and house of correction, social
welfare, etc.
The average number of patients in our nursing home is 140. The average daily
census of the Jail/ House of Correction is 25. We had a total of 349 inmates in the jail
and 114 inmates in the House of Correction during our fiscal year.
In addition to providing food for the nursing home complex and agricultural
services for the community, the farm also continually shows a profit. In our fiscal year
1979 the farm profit was $60,654, due in part to sales of pigs at $5,500, cows at
$27,000, wood at $1 ,800, hay at $2,100, milk at $135,444 and produce at $48,129.
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We have completed Phase ll-Design of the sewage project and anticipate
beginning construction under Phase III in the spring. The total overall cost of the
project is approxinnately $540,000, of which $400,000 is federal grant, $110,000 State
share and $30,000 County share.
We are making an effort to conserve energy, particularly in the courthouse
building, and are taking a hard look at any modifications in this so called "modern"
facility that will make it a less expensive consumer of fuel.
A trial dispatching service was instituted for 16 area fire departments and
probably will be made a permanent function during the latter part of 1979. A yearly fee
is charged for this service.
Grafton County employs 230 people of whom we are very proud. It is because of
these people that Grafton County continues to operate efficiently and within budget.
There are many other concerns that we, the Commissioners, deal with. We invite
the citizens of Grafton County to take part in any of our regular meetings held each
Monday morning at the courthouse in North Haverhill.





In 1 979 the town had high water in January and March. The Ice jam did not cause
any damage in January but did in March, which caused some businesses of
Holderness to move out of the immediate area.
Earl Hansen and I attended a Basic Seminar at the Howard Johnson's Motor Inn
in Manchester, N.H.
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HOLDERNESS SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICERS





Clerk (March-October) Georgene Fabian
(October-March) Suzanne Robinson
Treasurer Joseph Carvelli
School Doctor AlastairCraig, M.D.
School Nurse Mary Richards, R.N.
Assistant Superintendent of Schools Daniel A. Cabral
Superintendent of Schools Donald H. Cosgrove
HOLDERNESS SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
APRIL 5, 1979
The meeting of the Holderness School District was called to order at 7:30 by
moderator, George Ray. About 100 people were present and board members: Mr.
Circlone, Mrs. Heyman, Mrs. Mastro, Principal Mr. Eames.
The following business was transacted;
Mr. Taylor moved, Mr. Cirincione seconded
ARTICLE I : I move to accept the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers
chosen that appear in the town report. The auditors report was not included.
The vote was unanimous.
Mr. Cirincione moved, Mr. Eames seconded:
ARTICLE II: I move that the District vote to establish a contingency fund in ac-
cordance with the Revised Statues Annotated 198:4-b such a fund to meet the cost of
unanticipated expenses that may arise during the year, and further, that the District
appropriate the sum of $1,000 for this purpose.
Mr. Cirincione explained that the fund was needed because of the possibility that
transportation and fuel costs may be higher.
The vote was unanimous.
Mr. Cirincione moved and Mr. Eames seconded.
ARTICLE III : I move that the district raise and appropriate the sum of $5,625 for the
purpose of funding a deficit appropriation of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1 979.
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Mr. Cirincione explained that the amount was paid out by the board budget last
year, even though the revenue Administration removed it from last years budget. It is
a deficit figure on the books.
The vote was in the affirmative with one dissenting vote.
Mrs. Staples moved and Mr. Taylor, Sr. seconded.
ARTICLE IV: I move that the district vote to authorize the School Board to make
application for, accept, and expend on behalf of the District, any and all grants of
offers or other funds for educational purposes, which may now or hereafter be forth
coming from any Federal, State, local governmental or private agencies.
Mr. Cirincione cleared up townspeople's questions on CETA funds, used for the
transition teacher.
The vote was in the affirmative with one dissenting vote.
Mr. Cirincione moved, Mr. Eames seconded:
ARTICLE V: I move that the District raise and appropriate $548,882 for the support
of schools, for the salaries of school district officials, employees and agents, and for
the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
Mr. Cirincione explained that $11,381 was put in without the budget committee's
recommendation : $6,503 salary for Kindergarten teacher to become full time, to teach
transition in the afternoon; $2,593 salary for the speech therapist to come a second
day per week ; $1 ,447 materials and visual aids ; $838 coaches' salary.
Mrs. Ayer moved and Mrs. Hanaford seconded that the amounts should be
$537,501.
There was much discussion about the transition program. Many felt that the
$1 1 ,381 cut, amounting to 2 -- % of the total budget could be lived with by the board,
especially since the budget committee had not recommended it.
The vote was 59 yes, 33 no.
Mr. Fabian moved and Mr. Eames seconded that the amount should be $554,004,
representing the transition cost put back in. The vote was 34 yes, 56 no.
The vote on the approved amount was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE VI: To transact such other business which may legally come before the
meeting.
Mr. Flint asked for a consensus to have the school meeting changed to the
Tuesday ; Wednesday, or Thursday before town meeting if feasible. Most people were
in favor.




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of Holderness qualified to vote in district
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Holderness Town Hall in said district on the
eleventh day of March, 1980, at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing two years.
4. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
5. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
Given under our hands at said Holderness this 25th day of February, 1980.







THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Holderness, County of
Grafton and State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in District Affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Holderness Central School in said District
on Tuesday, the eighteenth day of March, t980 at 7:30 o'clock of said day to act upon
the following subjects:
Article 1 : To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers chosen
and to pass any vote relative thereto.
Article 2: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate a supplemental
appropriation in the amount of $22,000 to be expended solely for the purpose of
payment of the expenses of handicapped children.
Article 3: To see if the District will vote to establish a contingency fund in ac-
cordance with Revised Statutes Annotated 198:4-b such a contingency fund to meet
the cost of unanticipated expenses that may arise during the year and, further, to see
if the District will appropriate the sum of $1 ,000 for this purpose.
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Article 4: To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to make
application for, accept, and expend on behalf of the District, any and all grants or
offers or other funds for educational purposes, which may now or hereafter be for-
thcoming from any Federal, State, local governmental or private agencies.
Article 5: To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the salaries of school district officials, employees and
agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
Article 6: To transact such other business which may legally come before said
meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 26th day of February, in the year of our Lord










The following Summary of Findings and Recommendations dated August 30, 1978,
was not received in its final form until June 1 2, 1 979.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
1 9 Pillsbury Street PO Box 457
Concord, 03301
Lloyd M Price Municipal Services Division





SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The School Board
Holderness School District
Holderness, New Hampshire 03245
Members of the Board:
Submitted herewith is the report of an examination of the accounts of the
Holderness School District for the year ended June 30, 1978, which was made by this
Division in accordance with the vote of the District.
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One of the enclosed audits must be given to the School District Clerk for retention
as part of the School District's permanent records.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Analysis of Change in Fund Balance: [Exhibit A-2]
On a budgetary basis the change in Fund Balance is summarized as follows
:
Revenues in Excess of Estimates $ 7,807
Net Overdraft of Appropriations ( 9,025)
July 1, 1977 Fund Balance Used to Reduce School Tax ( 33,621)
Decrease in Fund Balance ($34,839)
GENERAL COMMENTS
Application of Municipal Budget Law:
Overdraft of Appropriations: There were net overdrafts of School District budgetary
appropriations of $9,025 as of June 30, 1978.
Inasmuch as the Holderness School District operates under the provisions of the
Municipal Budget Law (Chapter 32 of the Revised Statutes Annotated), the School
Board with the written approval of a majority of the Budget Committee, should have
made application to the Commissioner of Education for a certificate of emergency,
authorizing expenditures in excess of budgetary appropriations. The Board failed to -
take such action and expenditures in excess of those authorized by the voters of the
District at the annual meeting were improper, resulting in a violation of Section 10 of
the Municipal Budget Law.
It should be noted that the School District received $7,636 in additional revenues
which were not included in the budget, giving rise to a net charge to the Fund Balance
of $1 ,389.
Failure to Budget All Funds:
Section 5 of the Municipal Budget Law requires that all monies appropriated by the
School District be stipulated in the budget on a "gross" basis, showing revenues from
all sources as offsets to appropriations affected. It was noted during the course of our
examination that CETA and Title IV Funds were expended without approval of the
voters of the Holderness School District.
We understand that the officials of the School District were unaware of this
requirement and it is their intention to comply in the future.
Manifest Signatures:
More than half of the payroll and vendor manifests authorizing the School District
to expend monies were signed by one member only, or on several occasions, by none
of the member of the School Board.
Signatures of at least two of the three members of the School Board are required
before any funds may be expended.
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School Lunch Program:
R.S.A. 197:23-a Treasurer's Duties, states in part, "The treasurer shall have
custody of all moneys belonging to the district and shall pay out the same only upon
orders of the school board..."
At the present time. School Lunch Funds are still maintained in the custody of the
School Principal. Funds received from the sale of meals and milk, as well as federal
reimbursement funds received through the School District, are deposited by the
School Principal. Disbursements for vendors and payrolls are made without the
Treasurer's knowledge and without the approval of the School Board.
It is recommended that the School Lunch Funds be returned to the custody of the
School District Treasurer in accordance with the above statute.
Conclusion:
The provisions of Chapter 71-A, Section 21, require that the auditor's summary of
findings and recommendations (letter of transmittal) shall be published in the next
annual report of the School District. Publication of the Exhibits contained in this
report is optional at the discretion of the School Board. This letter, however, must be
published in its entirety.
We extend our thanks to the officials and employees of the Holderness School
District for their cooperation during the course of this audit.
Municipal Services Division
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REPORT FROM SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE
Many parents think their child's intelligence is something that is fixed at birth and
cannot be changed. This is simply not true. It has been said that this is one of the
most important educational discoveries of the twentieth century. A child's level of
intelligence is determined in much the same way as his strength. When children eat
well and exercise their muscles, they grow strong and develop fully. With proper food
and proper exercise, the brain also develops fully. How can parents help their children
develop their intelligence?
At this point someone may be thinking: "Why parents?" Recently psychologists
and educators have begun to realize how important the years before school entrance
are for the development of a child's ability to learn. It is widely believed now that most
of the child's basic intelligence has been formed by the time he reaches school age.
This, of course, does not mean that by the time he is six years old, he has learned
most of what he will know as an adult. What it means is that most of a child's ability
to learn quickly and with ease has developed by the time he reaches school age. The
people who are in the best position to supply these important experiences and
exercises are the child's parents.
Two important ideas will be shared before specific activities and exercises are
discussed. First, as parents, we are our children's first teachers. We help them form
their attitudes toward learning, and it is vital to make their earliest experiences
positive and pleasant ones. The second is that it is important to remember a young
child has a short attention span ; he/she is not able to concentrate on one activity for
long periods of time.
The following represents a few suggestions that parents can use with children
:
Listen to your child. Encourage him to ask questions, discuss ideas, and tell
stories.
Play games, especially those that have educational value, like number games,
guessing games, word games.
Teach your child about numbers, and explain that numbers mean "how many". A
child who can count to ten does not necessarily understand numbers. The concept of
each number must be taught.
Help your child learn to carry out simple projects and activities. Perserverence is a
key to success in school and throughout life. It gives a child a feeling of ac-
complishment and builds self-confidence.
Training in chores at home, and training in understanding and following simple
directions will help your child know what will be expected in the classroom. Set a
good example. If you are interested in learning, your child probably will be too. For
example: set a family reading time or some other organized learning activity and
share experiences.
Your child learns in many places and in many ways. School, of course, is a major
source of your child's learning, but learning at home is vital to your child's
development. As a parent, you have an opportunity to make an enormous difference in
how much and how well your child learns. You are your child's most important
teacher, and valuable partner of your child's teacher's in school.
Respectfully submitted,




REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
We have experienced some personnel changes this year. Miss Maureen O'Neill is
our new resource room teacher. Miss O'Neill has her MEd. degree from Boston State
College and has taught in Massachusetts as well as the Philippines and Korea. Mr.
Richard Jaillet is teaching science in Grades 5-8. Mr. Jaillet has his BEd. degree from
the University of Connecticut and has taught in that state as well as New Hampshire.
Mrs. Eleanor Clark joined our faculty as our mathematics teacher in Grades 5-8. Mrs.
Clark has a BEd. degree from Plymouth State College and has several years of
teaching experience in New Hampshire. Miss Ann NagI is teaching music to Grades
K-8 this year. The program includes general music as well as band and guitar. Miss
NagI has her BEd. degree from Plymouth State College.
We are continuing our efforts to update our curriculum as resources and time
permit. Our reading program was revised last year, and students have been working
with our new materials since September. A faculty committee is presently studying
our language arts program and their analysis will result in the adoption of some new
materials for the 1980-81 school year. In October and November of this school year,
classroom teachers attended a series of workshops to learn a finger calculation
method for mathematics called Chlsanbop. During the past two months this system
has been introduced to students and their understanding of math is being enhanced
as a result. As part of an effort to make our program as relevant as possible, our
faculty, during one of our in-service afternoons, organized a special "Energy Week" in
November. We C.A.N. (Conservation, Awareness, and Next, planning for the future)
became the slogan for the week, and students developed a better understanding of
the complexities of this problem.
A large public building such as Holderness Central consumes a great deal of
energy, and we are doing everything in our power to conserve. We had the Governor's
Council on Energy perform a School Energy Audit for us last year, and the basic
operations and maintenance recommendations that they made have been completed.
Our fuel consumption records for the last three years show a steady decrease in fuel
consumption, but much can still be done to make us even more efficient. Un-
fortunately, the initial expense for these capital improvements is significant, although
the improvements will pay for themselves in energy cost savings in 5-7 years. The
Federal government has advised us that matching funds will be possibly available for
these capital projects, and we are presently attempting to complete the necessary
application forms to insure that we will be considered for whatever funds are actually
available.
As was indicated in last year's Principal's Report, we do have additional personnel
needs. Our most pressing one is for a speech therapist to be here two days per week
instead of the present one. This service is needed in order to provide therapy for those
youngsters who need it twice per week in addition to those who are on the waiting
list.
We have a school system to be proud of. Both faculty and administration have
worked hard during the last several years to develop a balanced, comprehensive
program. The opportunities are there, for those students who apply themselves, to be
well prepared for a secondary education at either a public or private school.
I want to express my appreciation to our faculty and staff for their conscientious
and tireless efforts on behalf of the children in Holderness. It is their dedication that
is so important. All of us are appreciative of the support we have received from
students, school board, and our community in general. By continuing to work
together, we will maintain and improve what we have worked so hard for.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert C. Eames, Principal
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SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES REPORT 1978-1979
The school year 1978-79 was again relatively uneventful. Our absenteeism hovered
at or below the 1 0% mark, with our highest days reflecting severe weather conditions
rather than epidemics.
Dr. Craig performed Health Screenings on 60 of our 4th and 7th graders and those
participating in interscholastic sports.
Routine health examinations included 102 vision tests, 83 hearing tests and 450
headchecks. 153 youngsters were weighed and measured. Minor accidents and
'complaints' totalled 860.
45 students in grades K through 2 attended dental clinic for prophylaxis and
fluoride treatment by Mrs. Olive Staples, R.DH. 6 children received more extensive
dental care in The Matching Funds Dental Program with Dr. Birkitt of Plymouth,
funded by a town appropriation matched by the State. The Federal income guidelines
are used to determine eligibility for this clinic. There were 33 home visits made by the
school nurse; 20 of these were for preschool readiness screening.
The immunization surveys continue in an effort to see that our school community is
fully immunized. For the most part, parental response has been excellent and the
majority of our children have had their recommended 4 DPTs, 4 Polio, measles,
Tiumps and rubella 'shots'. All parents are reminded of the free immunization clinics
Dffered by the Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency in Plymouth. We urge you to check
/our teenagers' immunization status. This is the group that is currently most
/ulnerable and least apt to meet minimum immunization standards.
We appreciate the cooperation and support of all school personnel, parents and
community in carrying out our health programs.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary Richards, R.N.
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1 , 1978 TO JUNE 30, 1979
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1977 (Treasurer's bank balance) $ 953.95
Received from Selectmen
(Include only amounts actually received) 477,415.00
Current Appropriation
Deficit Appropriation
Balance of Previous Appropriations
Advance on Next Year's Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources 24,687.05
Revenue from Federal Sources 4,550.28
Received from Tuitions
Received as income from Trust Funds
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Received from Sale of Notes and Bonds (Principal only)
Received fronn Capital Reserve Funds
Received from all Other Sources 8,470.39
TOTAL RECEIPTS
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
(Balance and Receipts)
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID









This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements and
other financial records of the treasurer of the school district of Holderness of which
the above is a true summary of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1978, and find them
correct in all respects.
David L. Connors, C.P.A.
John E. Rich & Co.
Concord, NH 03301
DETAIL STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Date From Whom Description
July 11 Town of Holderness Appropriation
June 30 State of N.H. Hot Lunch
July 10 Blue Cross Refund
July 12 N.H. Manpower CETA
July 17 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross
July 19 N.H. Manpower CETA
July 26 N.H. Manpower CETA
July 31 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross
Aug. 3 N.H. Manpower CETA
Aug. 16 Town of Holderness Appropriation
Aug. 18 Pemi National Loan
Aug. 16 N.H. Manpower CETA
Aug. 18 State of N.H. Hot Lunch
Aug. 23 N.H. Manpower CETA
Aug. 30 N.H. Manpower CETA
Sept. 1 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross
Sept. 4 Town of Holderness Appropriation
Sept. 15 State of N.H. Sweepstakes
Sept. 13 N.H. Manpower CETA
Sept. 24 N.H. Manpower CETA
Sept. 22 State of N.H. Hot Lunch

























Oct. 2 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 48.22
Oct. 2 Town of Holderness Appropriation 15,000.00
Oct. 24 Town of Holderness Appropriation 10,000.00
Oct. 4 N.H. Manpower CETA 204.08
Oct. 16 State of N.H. Building Aid 3,513.66
Oct. 16 Holderness Central Lost Books 33.40
Oct. 17 State of N.H. Hot Lunch 870.34
Oct. 25 Rinaldo Pelchat Blue Cross 35.00
Nov. 1 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 49.42
Nov. 6 Town of Holderness Appropriation 30,000.00
Nov. 20 Town of Holderness Appropriation 15,000.00
Nov. 27 Ayerlns. Co. Overcharge 1.00
Nov. 28 State of N.H. Hot Lunch 939.00
Nov. 30 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 49.42
Dec. 11 Town of Holderness Appropriation 15,000.00
Dec. 11 Town of Holderness Appropriation 75,000.00
Dec. 15 State of N.H. Hot Lunch 1,144.00
Jan. 3 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 49.42
Jan. 15 Town of Holderness Appropriation 45,000.00
Dec. 25 Holderness Central Lost Material 42.85
Jan. 25 State of N.H. Hot Lunch 1,318.00
Jan. 31 State of N.H. Tutorial Plan 525.00
Feb. 5 Town of Holderness Appropriation 30,000.00
Jan. 30 Holderness Central Damage Locker 3.00
Jan. 31 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 49.42
Feb. 1 Holderness Central Refund Activity 20.44
Feb. 19 Holderness Central Lost Material 25.00
March 1 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 49.42
March 1 State of N.H. Hot Lunch 1,345.00
March 12 Mrs. Fabian Filing Fees 4.00
March 12 Town of Holderness Appropriation 35,000.00
March 1 N.H. Ins. Co. Theft Lost 35.00
March 9 State of N.H. Hot Lunch 854.00
March 19 Holderness Central Lost Material 13.00
March 21 State of N.H. Hot Lunch 1,025.00
April 1 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 49.42
April 9 Town of Holderness Appropriation 25,000.00
April 4 State of N.H. National Forest 222.81
April 30 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 49.42
April 30 Town of Holderness Appropriation 65,000.00
April 18 State of N.H. Hot Lunch 914.00
April 27 State of N.H. Federal Project 1,300.00
April 29 Holderness Central Lost Material 16.00
May 7 Town of Holderness Appropriation 30,000.00
May 9 State of N.H. SPED Excess Tuition 974.00
May 21 Thornton School District Blue Cross 107.46
May 28 Leonard Hunt Blue Cross 49.42
June 11 Town of Holderness Appropriation 32,415.00
June 11 State of N.H. Hot Lunch 1,065.00
June 19 SU#48 Title 1 FY IV 2,080.92
June 12 Rumford N. Graphics Donation 4.00
June 26 Holderness Central Lost Material 74.00





Cash on Hand June 30, 1979
General Fund











(Excess of Assets Over Liabilities)
GRAND TOTAL
Name of Buiiding or Project for Which
Notes or Bonds Were issued.
Outstanding at Beginning of Year
Issued During Year
Total
Payments of Principal of Debt
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Robert C. Eames 67.00
Educational Reading Services 124.78
Follett Library Book Co. 210.51
Gamco Industries, Inc. 97.51
Leonard Hunt 308.41
Bradley R. Jones, Roofing Contractor 1,163.00
Laidlaw Brothers 2,111.45
Modern Curriculum Press 222.92
McGillTaxi 296.00
National Georgraphic Society 16.95
N.N. Retirement System 24.42
Treasu re r, State of N . H
.
1 66 . 60
Pemi Glass Company 22.00
Perma-Bound 12.41
Rockwell International 23.81
SVE Teacher's Choice 79.83
Saymore Trophy 56.31
Science Kit, Inc. 90.56
SRA 39.92
Silver Burdett Company 51.30
Singer Education Division 70.04
Sundance Paperback Dist. 33.65
Rand McNally & Company 99.95
Xerox Education Publications 21.20
John E. Rich Company 87.50













CUR Current Use Recreational. Portions of this land are open to
the public without entrance fee for skiing, snowshoeing,
fishing, hunting, hiking or nature observation.
O Only

\ Name Map* Lot# Property Assessment
\
Description
\ Abbott, Samuel & Marion M8 L2 MH/0 4,350
Adams, Harold & Gloria MB L2 MH/0 4,650
Adams, Leroy & Beulah M8 L2 MH/0 3,300
Adams, Marjory F. M3A L17 L/B 60,150
Adams, Stanley M7 L71 MH/0 4,540
Adams, Stanley & Gladys K. M5 L41 L/B 18,400
Adrlance, Vanderpool & Barbara H . M3 L110 L/0 22,400
Ahearn, Henry D. M5 L10A L/B 38,300
Allen, Martin & Mildred F. M3B L11 L/B 104,150
Allen, Marion S. M5A L110 L/B 33,200
Allen, Priscilla M8 L2 MH/0 8,705
Allen, Richard H. & Petronella M10 L3A L/0 200
Allyn, Dorothy M3 L22 UB 38,300
Althoff, Dr. Charles C. M5A L3 L/B 30,350








Alvord, James B. & George C. M5A L111 UB 40,700
M3B L31 UB 88,650
Anderson, Olav T. & Ruth S. M3C L2 UB 50,600
Andrews, William A. & Vera B. M5 L35A UB 135,700
Anable, Albert & Joanne S. M8 L27 UB 43,800
M8 L13 UO 3,600
Anthony, Alexander & Margaret M3A L37 UB 36,950
Archfield, Augustus T. M3C LI UB 37,550
Armstrong, Constance M7 L177 L/B 58,050
Armstrong, John C. & Constance M7 LI 74 UO CU 620
Armstrong, John P. & Victoria M7 L6 L/B 25,950
Arnsdorff, Loretta M8 L2 MH/0 3,850
Austin, Alice H. M10 L8 UB 41,650
Avery, Frank K. & Eva M. L6 L2 UB 18,550
Avery, Maurice & Madeline M8 L62 UB 8,550
Avery, Mona, Estate of M6 L7 UO 3,500
Avery, Richard P. & Ivis M. M7 L8 UB 16,600
Avery, Thomas J. M6 L9 L/B 18,000
M8 Bet 62-63 L/0 50
Ayer, Charles J. & Frances C. Mg L8 UB 43,700
Ayers, Robert F. & Eliza'Deth M6 LI UMH 15,830
Ayotte, Robert & Roberta M3B L17 UB 31,150
Bacon-Keith Inc. M3A L28 UB 12,400
Bailey, Kenneth & Doris E. M3B L27 UB 36,550
Bailey, Ray & Eleanor
Baker, Edwin Jr. & Louise M5A LI 06 L/B 28,650
Baker, Kenneth & Shirley M3 L17 UB 35,450
Baker, Loren & Linda H. M5 L52 L/B 34,500




Baker, Roland M8 L2 MH/0 7,820
Balden, Gilbert & Karin M8 L2 MH/0 4,750
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Barker, Nathaniel C. M8 LIB L/B 39,250
Barlow, Kevin J. & Anne E. M7 LI 34 L/B 41,550
Barlow, Kevin M. & Cripps, Jeffrey Ml L6 UO 11,250
Barlow, Kevin M. M1 L6 MH/0 5,250
Barnes, William S. & Mary M10 L19 L/0 5,800
M10 L47 L/B 119,300
Barry, Donald T. & Emmy L. M7 L101 L/B 19,450






Batchelder, James Jr. M7 L16B L/B 32,800
Batchelder, Judge William M5 L54 1/10int L/0 450
Batman Company Inc. M2 LI L/0 1,250
M2 L2 L/0 5,700
Beckley, Willard Jr. & Nancy M3C L24 L/B 44,800
Beenhouwer, Owen & Lillemor M2 L46 L/0 300
Beij, Pierce H. & Kathryn M3A L13 L/0 6,600
Ml L7 L/0 17,750
Ml L3 L/B 63,600
Bellaud, Jean D. M3B L26 L/B 23,600
M3B L7 L/0 6,250
Benedix, Harold E. M8 L2 MH/0 1,400
Bennett, Ellen F.D. M13 L3 B/0 22,750
Bennett, Miles N. M3B L61 L/B 30,700
Bennett, Richard & Patricia M8 L35 L/0 6,400
MB L7 L/B 16,200
Bensch, Michael B. M6 L15 L/0 4,600
M6 L19 L/0 4,000
Benton, Scott III MS L2 MH/0 2,600
Bergen, Nancy M3A L19 L/B 79,400
Berry, Bertha W. Ml L19 L/B 21,100
M1 L20 L/B 9,000
Bettencourt, Albert & Elinor Mil L66 L/B 57,050
Biederman, R. Scott & Ryan, M7 L26, 27 L/B 53,350
Patti-Jeanne
Big Perch, Little Perch & M10 L53 L/OCU 2,868
Moosilaukee Pond Trust M19 L30 L/OCU 12,012
Bigwood, Hazel M5 L541/10 int L/0 450
Blair, Richardson M3 L47 L/B 60,150
Blaisdell, Roger Jr. M5A L11B L/B 14,000
Blake, Donald MB L2 MH/0 7,230
Blake, Warren & Lillian M3B LIB L/B 51,050
Blanchard, F. Bryce M3B L62 L/B 25,900
M3B L47 L/B 19,150
Bleiler, Robert M. & Judith M3 L13B L/0 12,800




M2 L44 L/0 5,550
Bogigian, Robert & Deborah M5 L6 L/MH 16,075
Boisvert, Ann; Allard E.; MB L5 L/B 31,750
Hutchins, Herman
Boivin, Ronald & Ruth MB L2 MH/0 6,000
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Bouley, Norman & Pamela M5A LI 04 L/B 25,950
, Bourne, Jonathan F. & Catherine M3C L7 L/B 61,700
' Bowden, Frederick P. Inc. MS L11S UB 274,650
M3 L107 L/C 6,S00
Boyce, Mrs. Linden M8 L2 MH/0 2,S50
Brayshaw, Donald & Evelyn M5 L67 L/B 20,150
M5A L6B L/0 3,000
Brennan, Norman & Minnie M2 L47A L/0 21,450
Bresnahan, Thomas & Elaine M3 L75 L/B S9,700
Brogren, Donald & Nancy M7 L51 L/B SI,200
Bronwell, Arthur & Virginia MSB L14 L/B 42,600
Brooks, George & Lucille M7 L10 MH/0 900
Brown, Earle & Marguerite M5 L6 L/B 56,600
Brown, Earle M. & Myra J. MB L2 MH/0 5,515
Brown, Ernest E. & Ida P. M5 L2 L/0 400
M9 L14 UB 9,700
Brown, Frederick & Phyllis MB L54 L/B S9,500
Brown, Lucille M. M5A L9 L/B 27,700
Brown, Lynda B. Mil L72A L/B 51,450
Brown, Natale L. MSB L60 L/B 48,650
Brown, Roger S. & Edith C. MSA L39 L/B S6,750
Brown, Walter R. & Diane M2 L40B L/0 S,700
Bryant, Robert S. & Janet L. M5 L1B L/B/MH 20,050
Buckley, Frances M. MSB L30 L/B S2,550
Burgess, Edmund P. & Marjorie M5 L22 L/B SS,150
Burleigh Corporation Mil L41 L/0 10,700
M12 LS L/0 1S,950
Mil L2B UO 55,S00
M12 L2 L/OCU 480
M10 L42 L/OCU 590
Mil L70 L/OCU 425





MQ LI L/OCU S1,610
M11 L50 L/OCU 980
M11 L16A L/OCU 575
M11 L16B L/OCU 785
M11 L16D L/0 7,050





M11 L27 UO 19,200
Burnham, Betty & M7 L71 MH/0 8,1S5
Cochrane, Kevin
Burtt, Floyd W.& Shirley M7 L66 L/B 25,500
Bushnell, Nellie Estate of M5 L45 UB S2,S50
Butler, Alexander MB L2 MH/0 7,110
Butler, George T. M10 L4B L/B 118,250
M10 L20 L/0 6S,900
M10 LSO L/B 59,600
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Butler, Richard & Florence M10 L49 L/B 19,400
M10 L29 L/OCUR 610
M10 LS2 L/C 1,400
Byron, Barry J. & Jane E. M6 L12 L/B S7,000
Cardosi, Nancy L. Hovey MSB L16 L/B 76,450
Carey, Pamela M8 L79 L/B 26,850
Carpenter, Jon & Susan M3 L18 L/B S5,600
Carson, Joseph M8 L74 L/B 20,950
Carson, Richard & Yvonne M8 L76 L/B 1S,650





Cass, G. Brian & Linda M8 L82 L/B 29,650
Cayer, Thonnas E. M4 L49 L/0 7,950
Chabot, Mrs. Peter A. M5A L66 L/B SS,550
Chabot, Andre & Theresa M3 L104 L/B 105,S00
M3 L84 L/B 148,750
MS L108 L/B 46,950
Chadderton, Kenneth & Susan M9 L1S L/B II.SOO
Chafee, Ethel 1. M7 L17 L/B 22,S50
Chamberlain, Helen M7 L57 L/B S2,600
M7 L56 L/B 3S,750
Chamberlain, Stanley & Penny M8 L48 MH/0 S,050
Chamberlin, William L. & Barbara M5A L15 L/B 46,850
Champion Papers Inc. M9 LS1 L/0 12,500
Champney, Clifford & Lorraine M7 L11 L/MH 12,850
Champney, Roger & Pauline M7 L7 UB 17.700
Chase, Mary E. M5A L92A L/0 8,650
M5 L58 L/B 68,200
Chenard, Peter M5A L6 L/B 42,150
Chestnut Cove Development Corp . M2 L18 L/0 21,800
M2 L19 L/0 12,250
Chevalier, Bruce & Erika M5 L71 L/B 9,800
Choate, Thomas & Jane H. M10 L51 L/0 1,650
M10 L26 L/B 6S,800
M10 L27 L/B 168,500
Cicco, Michael Jr. & Beverly M5A L22 L/B 48,100
Cirincione, Barbara A. MS L57 L/B S9,750
Cizynski, William & Phoebe M5A L99 L/B 55,650
Clapper, William & Ruth MS L9S L/B 17,550
Clark, Joseph L. Sr. M8 LS7A L/B S2,700
Clattenburg, Susan MS L56 L/B 4S,S50
Clement, Gladys M8 L55 L/B/MH 12,210
Closson, David D. & Mildred MS L42 L/B 11,750
MS L51 L/B 5S,550
MSA L28 4/S6int L/B 9,400
Closson, H.Terry MS L50 L/B S7,200
MSA L28 6/S6int L/B 9,100
Collette, Richard & Janice M8 L2 MH/0 6,200
Collins, William C. & Sophie M5 L89 L/B/MH 88,450
M5A L75A L/0 7,100
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Connary, Merlin F. & Jeanette
Conover, Woolsey & Beatrice
Converse, John & Ruth
Conway, Russell




Cosgrove, Donald & Gloria
Cote, James L.
Cote, Mrs. Leone A.
Cote, Richard I. & Helen A.
Coursey, C. Earle & Betty
Court, David E. & Jeannine
Covin, Theodore M.
Coyne, Momuth




Crocker, Bruce & Paula
Cromwell, Charles III & Drewry
Crosby, Robert & Constance
Crpwell, Michael & Margaret
Crowell, Dr. William & Barbara
Crowley, Mary E.




Currier, Bertram & Patricia





Currier, Preston & Mary
Currier, Richard L. & Barbara C.
Currier, Stephen W.
Gushing, William G. & Jacqueline
Custance, Robert & Ruth
Dalley, James Jr. & Nancy
M5 LS L/B 5,450
M3C LB UB 99,400
M3B L61 UO 900
M3 L7 UB 57,050
M9 L29 UB 6,200
M10 L5S UB 17,750
M7 L71 MH/0 1,tO0
M7 L48 UB 27,460
M12 LS cards 1-7 L/B 140,550
M12 L4 UB S4,460
M7 L4S UB 24,750
M7 L22, 2S UB 53,650
MSB LSS MH/0 6,150
M7 L122 UO 7,400
M8 L2 MH/0 3,300
MSA L91 UB 32,000
M5 L4 L/B/MH 18,200
MS L61 UO 14,100
M8 L2 MH/0 8,000
MSA L47 L/B 3,300
M12 L7 UB 18,600
MS L96 UB 97,400
MSB LSO UB 55,200
MSA L87 UB 29,100
M7 L10 UB 34,950
M11 L6S UB 69,500
MSB L4S UB 54,550
M7 L1S9 UB 31,250
MSA L1S UB 74,250
MSB L2 UB 55,400
M7 L160 UO 1,360
MS L68 UB 41,450
MSB LS2A UB 25,450
MS L11S MH/0 1,300
M7 L9S UB 60,900
M7 L114 UO 10,700
M7 L49 UB 19,350
M7 L124, 12S UB 9,100
M7 L80 UB 33,550
M7 L79 UB 24,000
MS L2S UB 55,900
MSC L9 MH/0 11,150
M7 L98 UB 19,900
M7 L92 L/B 47,750
MSC L10 UO 23,750
MS L61 UB 31,060
MSC L9 UB 37,500
MS L2S UO 10,960
M8 LS6 UB 35,260
MSB L1 UB 67,750
M7 L166 UB 31,450
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Dalton, Paul; Clancy, Christopher M5 LS2 L/0 S,100
& Wheeler, Daniel M4 L2 L/0 18,7S0
Daly, Carl F. M3A L8 L/B 48,6S0
D'Ambrosio, Patrick V. & Agnes M5 L91 L/B 1S,S00
Dana, Donald E. & Evangeline M9 L20 L/B 4S,S50
Danforth, Mrs. Celia M. M8 L47A L/B 10,000
Daniel, Richard M. M4 L48 UB SS.ISO
Daniels, Edwin E. & Priscilla M3 L69 L/B 40,400
Davenport, Richard R. M3A L28 7/S6int L/B 11,000
MS L10 L/B 2S,4S0
MS LS6 L/B 4S,1S0
MS LS8 UO 8,950
Davie, Helen M. M3 L48 UB 9S,650
M3A L2S UB 12,000
MS L2 UB 72,050
Davis, Larry & Patsy M7 LS L/BMH 20,6S0
Davison, Robert M8 L2 MH/0 6,550
Deachman, Nancy S. & Ross V. M8 L68B UB 27,950
Deangelis, George & Marilyn MB L67A UB S9,700
Dearborn, Barbara M7 L7S UB S7,600
Dearborn, Dennis C. M7 L7S MH/0 1,850
Dearborn, Richard A. & Judith M8 L8 UOCU S,100
M8 L9 UB 58,150
Decrestfaro, Mildred MSA LI 09 UB 15,250
Deerwood Camp Inc. M3 L99 UB 491,000
DeFlaminis, Edith M. M10 L40 UB 17,S00
D'Elia,WardC. M6 L17 L/B 10,250
DeMarco, Dominic & Dorothy Mil LISV2 int L/B 11,850
Dembiec, William & Sara J. MSA L121A L/B 46,500
Demers, Corinne MSA L8S UB 79,150
Demers, Robert & Judith MS L17 UB 25,250
Denison, Robert & Mary MSA L21 UB 100,450
Detscher, Richard Jr. MS L60 UB 44,S50
DeWitt, Dr. Reginald M4 L20 UB 84,150
Dinsmore, Leonard MSB LS2C L/B/MH 42,900
Dion, Gillis MSA L22A UB 101,150
DiSanto, Anthony MSA L94 MH/O 6,S80
Dixon, Robert & Brenda MS LS L/MH 12,600
Dobens, Leonard L. MS LIS MH/0 1,500
Doggett, Edward Estate of MSB LS9 UB SS,SOO
Downes, Richard T. & Joan Mil L2 UB 52,100
Downing, Laura M. MSA LS8 UB 2S,900
Dubeau, Nellie M7 L97 UB 1,550
Ducharme, George G. MS L2S V2 int L/0 S,775
Duda, Thomas E. & Judith M8 LSS L/B S8,9S0





Dunton, Elaine D. M2 L5 L/B S6,950
Durgin, Mary E. MSB LSS L/B 50,550
Dussault, Robert T. & Gloria MSA L7 UB 101,400
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Eagan, Earline F. M7 L141 L/B 27,900
Eagle, Harry M3 L4 L/B 15,300
Eames, Robert C. & Cynthia A. M9 L12 UB 32,550
Earl, Wilson & Margaret Ml L14 L/B/MH 20,150
Eastman, Barry G. M5 L37 L/B 24,250
Eastman, Lillian A. MSA L49 L/0 1,450
M3 L62 L/B 26,750
Eastman, Robert R. M11 L72 L/B 19,350
Edy, Susan D. M3 L94 L/B 52,700
Ela, Robert P. & Rask, Niels M7 L59 L/B 34,600
Eliason, Louise A. M2 L51 L/0 16,000
M2 L52 L/0 3,000
Elks Lodge M7 L82 L/B 81,800









Ely, Roscoe M3 L23 MH/0 1,400
Fabian, Richard & Georgene M3 L97 L/B 62,100
M3 L71 L/0 12,650





Fairbanks, Pauline M9 L10 L/B 32,350
Fairclough, Herbert Jr. M3C L14 L/B 54,850
Ml L18 L/B 5,350
Fairclough, Mae A. M10 L17 L/B 16,800
M10 L46 L/B 8,150
Farley, David G. & Patricia A. M7 L140 L/B 44,700
Farley, James F. M8 L2 MH/0 6,050
Farmar, Arthur G. & Mary E. M9 L21 L/0 26,250
Farmar, Florence, Arthur & M9 L22 L/B 40,000
Marjorie; Leblanc, Dorothy M9 L9 L/0 9,350
Farnsworth, Albert & Betty M4 L4 L/B 36,300
Fay, Robert D. M8 L2 MH/0 5,650
Feldman, Merrill 1. M8 L43 L/0 7,350
Field, Logan S. & Flora R. M9 L6 L/B 73,500
M3B L58 L/B 36,700
Finenco, John M5A L75 L/B 42,850
Fisher, Barbara E. M3A L2 L/B 169,200
M5A L32 L/B 28,750
Fischler, Michael M7 L28 L/B 43,000
Fitz, William R. & Nancy Mil L19A L/B 31,400
Fleming, Robert F. M2 L11 L/0 8,300
Flenniken, Wayne & Judith M5A L26, 26A L/B 46,000
Fletcher, Elizabeth D. M5A L115 L/B 18,550
Fligg, Joseph M. MB L2 MH/0 8,780




Ford, Edward R. MS L47A MH/0 1,200
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Fox, John & Dolores M.
Francesco, Louis
Francesco, Peter S. & Susan M.
Frank, Augustus & Patricia
Freedberg, Dr. Irwin
,
Reedburg, Milton C. & Carl
iFfiftPTCh, Donald & Mary
F^rench, Gary W. & Carol D.
Frey, Robert H. & Joan
Furmanick, Peter & Rose
Gabriel, Ralph & Christine
Gadd, Thomas B.
Qaftney, Thomas
Gage, Roger S.& Beryl
QIagne, Richard & Barbara
Gagnon, A. Roland
Gagnon, C. Roger
Gallagher, Herbert & Patricia
Gaudet, Gregory E. & Mary
Oa<jmont, John C. & Theresa





George, Russell & Hazel
Gilbert, Owen J.
Gilford Industries, Inc.
Giroux, Gerard Jr. & Patricia
GKroux, Norman
Glickstein, Mitchell & Lydia
Glidden, Lawson
M8 L4B L/B/MH 20,S00
M8 L47 L/0 10,200
M7 L67 MH/0 4,200
M8 L2 MH/0 3,S50
M5 L3SC L/B 31,250
L/0 3,750
M3 L86 L/0 3,700
M3 L78 L/B 34,350
MSA L79 L/B 6B,900
MSA L44 UO 1,350
MSA L78 L/0 4,400
M3 L2SA L/0 2,250
M7 L180 L/B 69,500
M3C L18 L/B 55,800
M3C L19 L/0 36,700
M2 L28 L/0 6,400
M2 L23 L/B 42,550
M6 L14 L/B 28,300
M6 L20 L/0 5,000
M3 L115 MH/0 750
MB L2S V2 int L/0 3,775
M3 L13H L/O 9,300
MB L83 L/MH 16,465
Mil LS9 L/B 35,300
M3B LS2 L/B 54,000
M7 L194A L/0 3,000
M7 L103 L/0 1,250
MSA L89A L/B 38,800
MB L83 L/B 32,050
MS LB L/B/MH 18,850
MS LBA L/B 21,800
MS LS9 L/B 69,550
MSA LBBA L/0 36,000
M7 L175 L/0 1,200
L/OCU 1,170
M3C L25 L/B 45,100
M7 L44 MH/0 9,940
M11 L64 L/B/MH 10,150
M11 L10 L/B 15,650
M7 L95 L/B 47,500
MH/0 710
MB LB1A L/B 2,250
M3B L25 L/0 8,600
M3B L6 L/0 7,250




M3 L41 L/B 64,450
MB L2 MH/0 5,000
MB L6BA L/B 15,100
MSA L113 UB 27,350
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Gould, Kenneth E. Sr.
Gove, Robert S. & Patricia
Grady, Nancy & Robert W.
Graton, Arnold & Elizabeth
Graton, Milton S.
Graton, Milton S. & Doris
Graton, Stanley E.
Graziano, Anthony & Irene B.
Greason, Stephen & Elizabeth
Greenleaf, Roy C.
Greenleaf, Walter, Estate of
Greenwood, Reginald & Gertrude
Gregg, David A. Estate of
Gregg, Ella C. Trust


































Grumman, G. Sterling, Helen Burr, M3
Carole & Ackley, Ethel G.
Guion, Richard P. & Jean M.
Gulf Oil Co.
Guyotte, Alphonse & Dorothy
Guyotte, Robert & Nancy




Hall, Lester & Lucille M.





































































Ham, Dr. Thomas & Fanny C.
Hammond, Everett G.
Hanaford, Harold C. & Florence
Hanaway, Richard J.
Hanlon, John D. & Joan L.
Hannaford, Thomas H. Jr.
Hansen, Earl
Hanson, Frederick & Catherine
Harlow, Patricia
Harobed Realty Trust









Hawkins Kenneth R. &Thelma







Hendel, Peter & Margaret
Henderson, Mrs. Harold L.
Henderson, James & Ruth
Hession, Anne S. Ancillary Est.
Heyman, Elsie
Hiam, Peter & Helen M.
Hill, Alan W.& Nancy J.
Hill, A. Walter & Donna K.
Hill, Edna C.
Hill, Katherine A.
Hill, Lewis & Rowena E.
Hilliker, Eugene & Mary
Hodges, Alisoun A.
M8 L2 MH/0 4,6S0
M13 L1 L/B S8,S00
UOCU 1,12S
M3A LS2A UB S8,750
M3A LS2 L/B 29,SS0
MSA LSS L/0 9,0S0
M3C L12 UH 18,4S0
MSA L97 L/B 15,7S0
M5 LS6 L/B S1,SS0
M7 L68 L/B 16,8S0
M3 LS UB 22,8S0
MSA L7 L/B 152,7S0
MS L24 UB SS,4S0
M8 L2 MH/0 S.1S0
MSB LS2 4/7int UB 2S,200
M11 LS7 UB S4,7S0
M11 LS1 UB 149,9S0
MS L29 UB 76,8S0
M11 L12 UO 12,SS0
M7 L1SS UB S8,4S0
MSA L48 UB S4,0S0
MS L2S, 26 UOCU 4,S10
MS LSS B/MH S,4S0
M2 LSS UB 74,700
M2 L42 UO 2,8S0
MSA L4S V2 int UB S9,400
MS L9S UB 4S,S00
MSB LS2B UB 47,000
M11 L69 UB 7S,6S0
M1 L17 UB S8,0S0
M12 L6 V3 int UB 1,7S0
M8 L6S UB 27,600
MSA L28 UB S0,7S0
M6 L1S MH/0 8,6S0
M6 L1S UB S7,S00
MB L72 UO 1,000
MS L117 UB 41,0S0
MS LS2 UB 42,02S
M7 L127 MH/0 4S0
MSB L41 UB S9,SS0
M11 L1S UB S9,8S0
M7 L10S UMH 9,8S0
M11 LS6 UB 212,700
M7 L24, 2S UB S8,900
MS L28 UB S1,2S0
MS LS1 UO 10,800
M7 LSS UB SO,SOO
M7 L89 UB 26,9S0
MSB LS UB 40,8S0
MS L44 UB 26,200
MS L109 UB 29,400
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Hodges, Julia E. MS L112 L/B 25,200






Hole, Helen G.&Melvin M3C L16 UB 22,600
& Kelser, Elizabeth
Holland, Ralph & Myrtle M3 L63 L/B 24,100
Holland, Willis & Deborah Mg L2 L/B 30,950
M9 L2A L/0 3,550
Hollister, Rev. William M3 L45 V3 int L/B 2,100
M3A L281/36int L/B 1,700
Holt, PaulJ.& Judith M7 L4 L/0 350
Hopkins, Ruby M. M7 L99 L/B 45,950
Hopkins, William H.& M7 L74 L/B 41,050
Adams, Fletcher
Herman, William M3 L115 MH/0 1,300
Homes, Thore & Marit M5 L69 L/B 18,000
Horstmann, Esther L. M9 L7 L/B 89,150
Horton, Michael & Peggy M5 L12 L/B 8,850




Howe, Amelia M5 L31 L/B
M5 L42 L/O
M5 L38 L/B 26,700
Howe, Arthur Jr. M10 L36 L/B 50,500
Howe, Charles A. & Eva L UB 38,500
Howe, Charles P. M3B L35 UB 74,000
Mil L98 UB 54,000
Howe, David Jr. & Joyce L. M5 L39 UB 21,300
Howe, Priscilla M10 L38 UO 5,550
Howe, Richard A. M10 L12 UB 51,600
Howe, Robert & Janice M5 L44 UMH 15,920
Howe, Samuel & Deborah M3B L36 UB 33,050
Howe, Sidney M10 L9A UB 48,300
Hubley, David & Dawn M3 L116 UB 27,900
Hubley, Earl P. & Mary M3 L116 MH/0 1,095
Huckins, Florence, Estate of M7 L13 L/OCU 1,870
M7 L178 UO 8,750
M7 L12 L/OCU 4,535




Huckins, Laura P., Estate of M2 L54 L/0 300
Huckins, Maurice L. UO 600
Huckins, Milton W. Land of F Huckins B 11,200
M7 L22A UO 1,250
M7 L16 L/OCU 2,650
M7 LI UO 1,700
M7 L14 UO 300
Huckins, Reginald W. & Dorothy M3B L42 UB 62,800
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Hughes, Gregory A. M3 L23 MH/0 3,93S
Hunkins, Carl W. & Joanne M5 L11 L/B/MH 16,080
Hunkins, Milton M5 L11 MH/0 3,06S
Hunnewell, William H. M7 LS8 UB 26,SS0
Hunt, Leonard & Shirley M10 L33 UB 69,100
M3 in card 2-9,
12,13
UO 18,4S0
Hunt. Rev. Marshall W. M7 LI 76 UO 6,400
Huntoon, JaneE. M3 L33 L/0 39,1 SO
Hunter, Williams. M2 L21 L/0 4,700
Hurd, Douglas P. & Patricia M10 L37 MH/0 12,60S
Hutchins, Harry R. M7 L113B L/0 S,2S0
M7 L113A UB 2S,000
Hyde, Harold E. & Mary Rita M3 L46 UB SS.OOO
Inkell, Theodore & Mabel M8 L2 MH/0 82S
Ireland, Clifford E. & Harriet MSA L101 UB 117,300
M3C L4 UB 5,2S0
Ireland, Roy B. & Blake Jr. M3 L77 UB 46,2S0
M3 L88 UO 6,2S0
Irion, AlysseB. M3B L19 UB SO, 100
Irvine, Teresa M5 L84 L/B 19,S00
Robert H. Irwin Motors, Inc. M3 L11S UB 129,700
Jackson, Stanley W. M7 L83 UO 28,700
Jacques, Nelson A. & Sadie MSA LI OS UB 29,000
Jenness Estate M12 L6 V3 int UB 1,7S0
M11 L39 V3 int UO 800
Jenkins, Earle M11 L18 MH/0 6,62S
Jess, Thomas MS L91A UO 1,7S0
Jirkovsky, Charles W. M2 L40 UB/MH 9,800
M2 L41 UB 8,300
Johnson, Cameron MSA L11,11A UO 33,800
Johnson, Frederick & Rhea M3 L63A UB 24,100
Johnson, Lee T. & Lillian M3A L3 UB 3S,9S0
Johnson, Wilfred M7 LI 02 UB 32,700
Kaplan, Sara M4 L19 UB 81,3S0
Karsten, Herbert & Mary MS L60 UB 42,S50
Keeler, Beverly MSA L64 UB 30,200
Keith, Roland M. MSA L84(1-S) UB 140,600
Keith, Mrs. Susan M3 L32 UB 36,600
M3 L67 UB 60,2S0
M3 L9S UB 236,700
Kelley, Barbara MSA LI 08 UB 23,9S0
Kellogg, Howard M10 L31 UB 66,3S0
Kelly, Gerald M. & Celeste M3A L41 UO 3,1S0
M3A L42 UB 24,3S0
Kelly, John MSA L92 L/B 4S,3S0
Kemple, Camilla M2 LS3 UB 4S,4S0
Keniston, Davis B. M11 L3S UB 69,4S0
Kennedy, Joan H. M5 L13 UB 31,2S0
Kenneson, Dean M7 L43 UB 19,3S0
Kenny, Frances L. M8 L26 UO 6,600
Kenney, James & Laura M7 L3 UB 19,400
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Kent, Gordon E. & Denise M3 LS8 L/B S8,0S0
Kent, Paul M8 L2 MH/0 4,810
Keough, Walter MS L2S MH/0 1,1S0
Kertes, Ernest & Dorothy R. MS L16 UB SS,200
Kimbell, Andrew & Kathleen M8 L2 MH/0 6,22S
Kimbell, Arthur W. & Kathleen M5 L86 UB 19,400
Kindell, Arthur M8 LS6 B/MH 9,720
Kisselburgh, Roland & Jean MSB LS2 S/7 int L/B 17,400
Knapp, Ruth L MS L6 L/B 18,2S0
Knox, Dr. Kenneth & Marcella MS LS4 L/B SS,100
MSA L22 UB S4,000
Knudten, Josephine MSA L4S V2 int L/B S9,400
Kuhn, Louis C. Jr. MSB LISA UO 28,200
Kuhn, Nancy H. MSB L1S UB 74,700
Ladd, Mrs. Robert M2 LSO UO 4,400
Ladeau, Liza A. M6 LI MH/0 700
Lafreniere, Maurice & Susan M5 L92 UB 24,0S0
Lambert, Elizabeth F. M9 LS UB 1S,800
Lambert, Frank, Estate of M4 L2A UO 8,600
Lambert, Todd W. & Deborah M5 L18 L/B SS,100
Lamson, David F. MSA L16 L/B SS,700
Landers, G. Alfred & Ruth M8 L2 MH/0 6,0S0






LaPlant, Roger & Irene M8 L1 UB 18,SS0
Laverack, Samuel L. MS L19 L/B 26,000
Laware, Lucy M7 L11S B/0 2,8S0
Lawrence, Oakes Jr. & Glendora M2 L40A UO 17,1S0
Leavitt, Irene MSA L10SA L/B 2S,S00
MSA L10S UB S8,100
Lee, William E. & Joyce M11 L62 UB 60,600
Leech, Dr. John V. M10 L18 L/B 82,S00
Lemos, Robert M8 L2 MH/0 7,010
Lenentine, Haiston & Jean M. MSB L38 UB 66,100
M7 LS6 UB 191,200
Lenentine, Haiston 0. Jr. M7 L110A L/B SO,SSO
Lenentine, Haiston Sr.; Lambert, M7 LS7 UO 9,2S0
Todd & Lenentine, G. Philip
Leonard, Bruce & Jackman, Sherrie M7 L1S7 UB SS,SSO
Levin, Anne M. M2 L20 L/B SS,7S0
Levoy, Bruce W. M8 L68 UO 8,8S0
LeVoy, Doris E. MSB L23 UB 8S,600
Limberman, Peter & MS L79 UB SS,600
Ranucci, Rita
Lindberg, Wesley & Norma MS L92 UB 9S,4S0
Littlefield,Ada MS L106 MH/0 8,64S
Littlefield, Norris E. MS L106 UO 12,100
MS L102 UB SS,S50
Livens, Mary Ann M11 LS2 UB 160,200
Livermore Falls Corp. M7 L85 UO S,SSO
Livermore Mobile Homes Park M8 L2 L/B 106,S00
11




Locke, Elsie & Irving
Logan, Fred W.
Lombari, Anthony
Long, Harold C. & Doris
Lord, Russell H. Jr.
Lovett, Richard
Lovett, Sidney Jr.
Lovett, A. Sidney Sr.
Lowies, Roland & Doris C.




MacDonald, John G. & Brenda








Marden, Mark & Jacqueline
Marden, Mark M. & Robert
Marden, Robert W.




March, Samuel & Judy
Marshall, John & Karen
Martel, Emile & Margaret
Martel, William R.
Martel, William B.
Mastro, Joseph & Judith M.
Matheson, Kenneth
Matthews, Harold & Janet
M3 L11S MH/0 1,700
M6 L27 L/B 2S,600
M8 L2 MH/0 7,09S
M3 L11S MH/0 2,100
MSA L14, 14A UB 68,2S0
M7 L142 L/B 29,SS0
M3A L24 V2 int L/B 12,SS0
MSA L24 V2 int UB 12,SS0
MS L1 UO 23,S00
M2 L34 UB S6,900
M2 LSS UB 24,100
M2 LB UB S7,SS0
MSB L1S UB 56,100
M5 LBS UB 1S,700
M10 L16 UB S9,9S0
M11 LB UB 7,000
MSB LSS UB 69,6S0
M5 L41A UB 28,4S0
M7 L47 L/B 19,400
M7 L7 L/B B,8S0
M7 L44 MH/0 2,200
M9 L11 UB 20,SS0
M5 L68 UB 16,700
MSA L72 UO 1,900
M2 L29 L/B 1SS,600
M8 L2 MH/0 4,9S0
M8 L2 MH/0 6,S25
MSA LSB UB S4,500
MSA LS9 UB 5S,8S0
MSA LS7 UO 4,7S0
MB L42 B/0 32,7S0
M6 L11 UB 8,7S0
MSA L10B UB 39,900
MS LS2 UB 28,400
MS L4S V3 int UB 22,100
MSA L2B V3 int UB 1,700
MB L28A UB 61,SS0
M2 L7 UB 48,800
MS L28 UB 1,6S0
MS L29 UB 39,3S0
MSA L27(1-17) UB 1SS,6S0
MSA L27A UO 1S,6S0
UO 5,000
MS L70 UB 29,250
MS L70A UO 5,750
MSA L69 UO 1,800
MSA L71 UO 850
MSA L74 UO 450
MS L77A UO 1,250
MS L77B UO 650
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M5 L77C UO 1,2S0
M5 L8SA uo 1S0
May, Richard & Mae M4 LS L/0 36,4S0
May, Dr. Rollo M2 L32 UB 44,900
McClay, Theodore & Ruth M7 L137 UB 19,6S0
McCormack, Christopher M7 L69 UB 29,100
McCormack, Euna M7 L40 UO 4,3S0
McCormack, John & Euna M7 L73A UO 2,200
McCormack, Phillip & Louise M8 M7 UO 8,S00
McCormack, Richard & Janet M7 L44 UB 10,100
McCormack, Richard & Arlene M8 L83A UMB 1S,630
McCormack, Susan M7 L40 MH/0 6,6S0





McCuin, Clifford & Florence M7 L123 UO 10,9S0
M7 L11S UB 38,2S0
McCutcheon, Dorothy M7 L61 UB 31,8S0
McDowell, Ann MB L10 UB 37,0S0
McHugh, John & Carol M3 L70 UB 179,8S0
McKenna, Emily MSA L80 UB 40,200
MSA L82 UB 36,S00
McLaughlin, Florence M7 L10 UB 4,SS0
McLeod, John & Ruth M7 L109 L/B 28,000
McLoud, Merlond & Martha M3A L301-3 UB 93,700
M3 L40 UO 100
Meakin, Constance, Faith, M3 L8 UB 33,200
Ann & John D.
Melanson, Elwin & Gale M6 L28 UB 20,6S0




MS L10 UB 42,300
M9 L17 UB 48, ISO
MS L9 B/0 4,200
Melendy, Merton & Althea MSA LI 00 L/B 13,900
Mercier, Alain E. M3 L11S MH/0 1,2S0
Merrill, Allen & Florence M7 L112 L/MH 11,800
Merrill, Gladys M7 L111A UO 2,000
M7 L113 UO 18,2S0
M7 L113C UB 31,300
Merrill, James B. M7 L111 L/MH 14,46S
Merrill, Joan L. MSA L34 UB 66,000
Merrill, Robert & Gloria M7 L113B UB 3S,3S0
Metcalf, Joanna M3B L23A UB 48,3S0
Miclon, Delphia & Gertrude M3B L46 UB S9,8S0
M11 L6 UO 10,100
Miller, Brandon & Henrietta M7 L62 UB 29,900
Miller, Gerald & Lorraine M7 L60 UB 23,600
Miller, Helen C. MS L60A UB S2,100
Miller, Marguerite M1 L4 UO 900
Miller, Richard N. MS L64 UB 19,900
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Morse, Richard Jr. & Sandell
Morse, Robert A. & Sharon
Morss, Sherman & Elizabeth
Moses, Harold & Sara
Moulton, Doris P.
Mumford, George Jr., Estate of
Munroe, Albert
Murdock, Francis & Mary
Murgatroy, Bernard & Mabel
Murphy, Floyd
Murphy, Mrs. Gardner




Najmola, Anthony & Anna
Nardo, Frank & Carlson, Svea
Nassar, George V.








Nielsen, John & Vicki
Nielsen, Knud & Mary E.
Nielsen, Patricias.
Niles, Howard & Emeline
Niles, Nancy
M5 L48A1-19 UB 84,6S0
M5 L20 UB 14,SS0
M2 L47 UO 7,800
M3A LS UB 88,9S0
M8 LSS UO 7,400
M3 L12 UO 7,200
M3 LS4 UB 44,2S0
M8 L2 MH/0 S,7S0
M8 L14 UO S,S70
MSA L19 UB 60,8S0
M12 L9 UB 19,900
M11 L6S UB S2,4S0
M7 L18 uocu 76S
M7 L17S UB 94,0S0
MB L9SB UB 17,000
M10 L4S UO 11,100
MSA L116 UB 1S,1S0
MSB L9 UB SS,6S0
M11 LS8 UB SS,400
M8 L2 MH/0 S,7S0
M2 LS UOCU 3,265
MSA L4S UB 11,800
M7 L16S UB 36,7S0
MS LS UB 36,SS0
MSA LSO UB 24,6S0
MSA L114 UB S6,7S0
MSA L20 UB 67,000
MSA L107 UB 66,600
MS L6S UB 21,400
MSA L6S UB 8,3S0
M6 L29 UO 3S,S00
MSA L10 UO 66,0S0
MSC L21 UO 9,100
MSA L44 UB 41,0S0
MS L9S MH/O 12,200
M11 LS6 UB 81,S00
M11 LS9 2/Sint UO 1,600
M4 LS L/OCU 600
UTLTY 167,980
M11 L61 UB 32,4S0
MSA LSO B/0 1S,700
MSA LSS UB 26,8S0
MSA L29 UB 36,000
MSA LSO UO 7,200
MSA LS1 UO 1.SS0
MSA LS6 UO 1,400
MSA L42 UB S6,0S0
MSA L42A UB 20,8S0
M11 L4 UMH 14,830
M11 L1 UMH 2,7S0
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Ninety Three Realty Inc. M8 L23 UO 7,350
Noseworthy, James & Jacqueline M5A L2 UB 28,850
Northern, Denis M, M5 L57 MH/0 1,700
Noyes, Edward Jr. & Ann M5 L1 UO 19,300
Noyes, Johanna Stone M3C L3A L/B 42,250
Noyes, John & Barbara M5A L56 L/B 32,750
Noyes, MarjorieC. M2 L9 L/B 39,650
Noyes, Ora M8 L2#41 MH/0 4,400
O'Donnell, Francis & Concetta M7 L87 UB 40,450
M7 L84 UB 55,000
O'Hearn, Robert M3 L15 MH/0 850
Old Mill Properties M7 L46 UB 25,350
Olen, KatherineC. MSB L54 L/B 100,400
O'Neill, William & Elizabeth M3 L76 UO 6,700
Overberg, Carl M3 L115 MH/0 1,250
Owen, Nelson L. & Eva M7 L52 UB 15,900
Owens, Alfred J. M5A L61A UO 22,450
M5 L62 UB 38,800
M5 L64 UO 11,850
Owens, Henry E. M5A L60 L/B 92,250
M5A L61 UO 20,100
M5 L62 UO 14,400
Paglia, Ann J. M5A L12 UB 38,400
Palmieri, Agostino & Marion M3 L15 L/B 84,600
Pariseau, Raymond & Ellen M7 L65 UB 18,000
Parker, Howard & Margaret M5 L90 UB 26,150
M5 L90A UB 8,450
Paul, John & Jo Ann M2 L18A UO 9,800
Peach, Gordon Jr. & Martha MSB L37 UB 52,550
Peart, Alric & Grace M7 L42 UB 10,000
Pease, Charlotte M5 L54 3/10int UO 1,350
Pease, Dorotheda, Estate of M5 L54 3/10int UO 1,350
Pelletier, Gerard & Judith M7 L41 L/B/MH 21,650
Pemigewasset Broadcasters, Inc. M8 L40 UB 2,900




Peoples, Norman & Margaret MSB L10 UB 57,550
Perkins, Lloyd 0. MS L25 UB 46,050
Perkins, Paul M1 L1 UO 400
Perry, Mrs. William MS L48A UB 79,000
M2 L49 L/OCU 65
Peterson, Richard & Barbara M2 LI 7 UB 17,750
Pettengill, Mildred M. MSA L9 UB 45,650
Phillips, Henry A. MSB L49 UB 52,800
M7 L88 UO 20,600
Phillips, Henry & Katherine Mil L5 UB 47,450
Phippen, William & Doris MSC L6 V2 int UB 62,300
Pickel, Frederick Jr. MSC L11 UB 27,850
Pike, Harold MS L70 L/B 38,200
Pilote, Frank MB L75 UO 15,900
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Pine, Marcia & Bergen, Sue M8 L6 L/B 33,750
M8 LS7 UO 13,400
Pinehurst Point Associates M10 L4 UB 195,500
Piper, Julia M. M5A L40 UB 21,000
Piper, Richard Jr. & Nellie M5A L41 UB 14,450
Plant, David & Peggy M2 L14 L/B/MH 24,550
M2 L16 UB 31,000
Plant, Max M5A L93 L/B 144,150
Plant, Mildred M7 L172 L/B 16,900
Plantamura, Michael & Marion M5A L1 UB 36,200
Plante, Charles & Cynthia M7 LS9 MN/0 2,700
Poitras, Robert & Gwendolyn M5 LBS UB 32,750
Pomeroy, Jeanne G. M7 L21 UB 37,000
Porter, William Q. Mil L56 UB 50,350
Postlewaite, Robert & Mary M5A L10 L/B 37,000
Potter, Arthur R. M5A L119 L/B 25,750
Potter, Robert & Joan M3 LISA UO 12,000
Pound, Donald M3 L115 MH/0 1,950
Powderly, Kenneth & Edith M3A LS5 UB 36,750
Preston, Jerome & Richard Mil L52 UB 434,150
Price, David & Margaret M7 L14B UO 4,450
Public Service Co. of N.H. M7 LS4 UTLTY 222,950




M2 L27 UO 18,100
M9 L32 V2 i nt L/0 2,250
M9 LSS UO 19,100
Pulsifer, Scott M5 L24 UB 10,700
Pusch, Karl & Barbel M8 L67B UB 36,050
Putnam, John MSA L81 UO 19,600
M5A L81A UB 27,250
M3B L5 UB 45,150




Quivey, Edward L. MS L4 UO 5,300
Racine, Robert S. MB L2#52 MH/0 7,250
Ramsay, Brian & Donna MB L80 L/B 25,600
Ramsay, Ronald M5A L67 UO 9,200
M5 L66 UB 32,500
Rand, Watson & Erma MSB L5S L/B 72,750
MS L65 UO 50
Ray, Alexander & Sandra M5A L24 UB 77,950
M9 L23, 24 UB 89,850
Ray, George Jr. & Doris M7 L28 UB 53,050
Raymond, Anthony MSA L11 UB 97,900
Reardon, Rev. Arthur MSA L12 UB 17,850
MS L27 UB 44,550
Reardon, William & Rita MS LBO UB 32,200
Remington, Malcolm MS L55, 59 UB 40,200
MSA L40 UO 3,450
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RICInc. M8 L56 L/B/MH 1S,000
M8 L57 L/B 44,S00
M6 L3 L/0 6,8S0
M8 L3A L/B 79,0S0
M6 L10 L/0 16,300
MS L60 L/0 S,000
Rich, Norman & Marilyn M3 L115A UB 26,BS0
Rich, Olive F. M11 L49 L/B 78,100
Richelson, Paul & Evelyn M7 L71 MH/0 2,600
Richer, Antoinette MSA L12A L/B 42,9S0
Ricker, Alfred MB L69 B/0 3,9S0
Ricker, Elbeon & Mildred MB L69 L/B 28,000
Riehs, Martin & Anne MSA L46 L/B 108,100
MS L62A UO 100
Robinson, Arnold & Georgette M1 L8 L/B 34,000
Robinson, Robert & Suzanne M1 L1S L/MH 10,900
Robitaille, Leo & Jean M5 L7 L/B/MH 15,900





M10 L41 L/0 5,300
M10 LSS L/B 30,700
M10 LS4 L/B 32,350
M10 L10 L/B 14,500
Rogers, Edward & Joyce M11 L15V2 i nt L/B 11,850
Ross, Stuart & Joanne M8 L2#74 MH/0 5,550
Royea, lbraB.& Ruth M1 L1S L/B 34,200
MSC L22 L/0 3,150
Royea, Ibra B. M1 L16 L/0 8,800
Royea, Agnes M1 L10 L/B 40,600
Royea, Richard E. & Robert M1 L5 L/0 6,500
Royea, Robert &Odile M1 L11 UB 26,250
Rubin, Douglas & Elizabeth MSC L20 L/B 37,150
Ruhm, Kenneth & Nancy M8 L20, 22 L/B 51,000
Russell, Anne H. M8 LSO L/0 12,600
Russell, Marguerite P. MSB L22 L/B 30,750
Rutgers, Ernest & Doris MSA L112 L/B 65,800
Ryan, Lisa, Cheyney & Thomas MS L94 L/0 26,550
Ryder, Daniel Jr. & Kiedaisch, M7 L146 L/0 3,350
GlenT. M7 L1S0 L/0 1,400
M7 L1S6 L/0 1,650
M7 L1SB L/0 1,350
M7 L169 L/0 1,600
M7 L170 L/0 1,800
M7 L16S UO 1,400
M7 L161 UO 1,400
M7 L1S6 UO 1,400
M7 L152 UO 1,150
M7 L159 UO 1,400
Ryder, Daniel Jr. M7 L158 UO 1,150
M7 L1SS UO 1,750
M7 L149 UO 1,850
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M7 LI SO UO 1,450
IVI7 L1S1 UO 1,250
M7 LI 52 UO 1,200
1^7 LI 53 UO 1,250
M7 L147 UO 1,500
M7 LI 45 UO 1,200
M7 L167 UO 1,150
M7 L167A UB 35,600
Ryea, Harold & Barbara M8 L2 UO 4,400
Sacco, Ralph & Edna MSA L3 UB 11,050
Saliba, Moses MSA L21,21A UB 37,B00
Sanborn, Blanche M8 L29 UOCU 1,755
M9 L32 V2 int UO 2,250
Sanderson, Richard & Mary M3A L45 UB 154,950
M3A L36 UO BOO




Sargent, Harrison A. M7 L31 UB 44,350
Sava, John M6 L22 UB 3,250
Schatzle, George & Ida MS L43 UB 39,200
M3 L9 UB 6,750
M3A L2B 4/36 int UB 6,500
Schutmaat, Wayne & Cornelia M3A L34 UB 4B,5S0
Schutter, George & KImbell, M3B L56 UB 71,500
Arthur
Schwartz, Irving & Ida MSA LS UB 33,250
Schwartz, Norman & Jon MSA LB UO B,400
Seguin, Bradley & Barbara M8 L45 MH/0 3,050
Sewall, Mrs. Harold & MSA LIB.IBA UB/MH 62,210
Gilbertson, Priscilla
Shanker, Dr. Benjamin MSA L4 UB 29,550
Sharpe, Paul &Gail M7 L19 UB 49,550
Shaw, KatherineC. MSA L117 UB 25,650
Sheldon, Barbara, Jonathan & MSA L96 UB 21,500
Dustin




Shuchman, James & Barbara M7 LI 64 L/B 35,150




M3A L16 UB 94,100
M3B L29 UO 2,100
Silva, Carlos Jr. MB L2 MH/0 3,450
Simoneau, Richard MB L2 MH/0 10,700
Simpson, Hubert & Marion S. M9 L27 UB 27,550
Slagle, Robert & Eleanor M7 L4B UB 4B,000
Slagus, Edward & Dorothy MS L1A UB 65,150
Sleeper, Maurice & Marie MSA L37 UB 20,700
Sliva, Patricia Mil L39 MH/0 1,000
Smith, Barr& Judith MSA L52 UB 25,350
Smith, Darrell & Joyce MS L76 UB 17,550
Smith, Douglas & Sharon MB LIS UB 45,100
B4
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Smith, George D. II MS L30A UB 40,300
Smith, George & Gail M8 L73 UB 28,350
Smith, Gertrude M3B L43 UB 44,550




M7 LI 04 UO 3,150
Smith, Kent & Beverly MS L50 L/B 20,250
M5 L47 UO 2,600
Smith, Norman Jr. & Beverly M7 LI 08 UB 26,500
Smith, Mrs. Norman P. M8 L31 UB 26,985
MB L41 UO 9,600
M7 L96 UB 20,750
M7 L107 UB 41,500
MS L28A UO 2,300
MB L31 UOCU 14,450
Smith, Mrs. Preston M3 L111 UB 90,450
Smith, Richard & Nancy M5A L45 UB 23,650
Smith, Stephen & Dorothy M3 L30 UB 180,600
M3A L27 UB 17,850
M3A L15 UB 35,450
M3 L11 UB 52,550
Smith, Woodrow L MB L3 UB 53,450
M7 L86 UO 2,200
Snow, Rev. Albert & Janet M5A L53 UB 46,050
Soutter, Dr. Lamar M13 L2 UB 102,350
Spencer, Arnold & Evelyn M3B L51 UB 52,700
Spencer, Larry T. & Eleanor M7 LI 44 UB 39,200
Sperry, Maria M3A L47 UO 14,200
Sprague, Robert & Ann M. M2 L31 UO 3,600
M2 L10 UB 32,500
Squam Boats, Inc. M5A L46 UB 43,050
M5A L76 UB 61,000
M5A L77 UO 4,900
Squam Lakes Assn. M3 L35 UO 13,350
Squam Lakes Resort Inc. MS L20 UB 361,550
M3A L6 UB 59,450
Squires, Newell & Alice M3B L39 UB 46,000
St. Anselms College Mil L67A UO 2,500
Mil L67 UB 44,050
St. Cyr, Barry & Katherine M7 L89A UMH 15,600
St. Cyr, Clauvis E. M7 L90 UB 27,850
Stafford, Henry W. MB L46 UB 41,690
MB L44 UOCU 495
MB L44 UOCU 635
Stahl, Benjamin Jr. M10 L15 UB 59,250
Stanley, Edward & Marlon M10 L2 UB 6,950
Staples, Dr. Lawrence & Olive M5A L98 UB 67,850
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Stepp, Robert & Eleanor MSB L12 L/B 46,200
Stevenson, Edward & Marie M3A L28 V3 int UB 1,700
MS L45 Va Int L/B 22,100
Stewart, Dale M8 L59 L/B 4S,S50
Stillings, Franklin W. M1 L9 L/B/MH 22,450
Stone, Mrs. Gunvor MSC L3 L/B 109,600
Stone, Philip W. MSC L3B L/0 48,650
Strand, Carl M5 L72 L/B 17,800
Stuart, Lyman & Darnell M7 L67 L/B 1S,600
Sullivan, William E. MSB L40 L/B 51,400
Sun Oil Co. M7 LSSA L/0 21,S00
Sweedler, Stephen &Toni M5 L41B L/MH 16,550
Swindell, Murray MSC LI 5 L/B 28,950
Swinnerton, Alice M6 L23 L/0 500
Ml L21 L/B 19,650
Tanner, Charles & Estelle M7 L29 L/B 94,850




Taylor, Delivan MSC L5 MH/0 7,410




M2 L26 L/B 21,S50
Taylor, J. Arthur MSA L18 L/B 87,100
Taylor, Malcolm & Helen MS L101 B/0 4S,650





Taylor, Ruth E. M2 L38 L/B 76,S50
M2 L37 L/0 14,900
M2 L6 L/0 20,500
Taylor, Wayne D. & Mary MSC L5 L/B 17,400
Teem, John & Sylvia M2 LIS L/B 6S,150
Tenney, Cecil & Charlotte MS L105 L/B 15,550
Thibeault, Brian M8 L2 MH/0 6,945
Thileen, Ralph H. MSC LI 7 L/B 26,600
Thomas, Thomas & Betty M8 LS4 L/B 8S,900
Thompson, Ethel M. M5 L54 1/10 int L/0 450
Thompson, George A. M5 LSO L/B
M5 L54 1/10 int L/0 22,250
Thompson, Lloyd MS L19 L/B SI,400
Thompson, Lyie M. MS L23 L/B 46,150
MS L21 L/B 22,500
M5A L95 L/B 28,400
M2 L26A L/MH 4,650
Thompson, LyIe Jr. M10 LS7 UMH 19.750
Thomson, Thelma L., Fletcher, Mil L74 L/B 140,550
Thelma E. & Maiek, Maizie
Tirone, William & Jane MB L16 L/B S9,400
Todd, Donald P. & Pricillia Mil L7 L/B 20,750
Tougas, Gerald & Jean MS L1SC L/0 1S,200
MS L1SJ UO 7,600
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Tower, Ross & Alice M8 L5B UB/MH 27,150
Trapper Brown Co., Inc. M5 L14 UB 7B,700
Tree Growers Inc. M7 L94 UO 15,400
Triplett, William H. MSA 1-7 LBB UB 201,700
Tucker, Myra E. MB L49 UB 12,150
M8 L50 UB 9,550
Turell, Walter J. M6 L22 MH/0 1,050
Turner, Arnold & Kim M7 L6S UB 20,000
Tuveson, Robert & Joanna M7 L20 UB 42,150
Twombley, Dr. Gray Ml L2S UO 10,S00
Tyrrell, Harry Jr. & Constance M2 L56 UO 9,250
M1 L2 UB 20,250
Tyrrell, Orvell & Lillian M8 L66 UB 10,750
Unger, Carol M. Mil L6B UB 42,600
Vaillancourt, Ronald & Beverly M5 L43 UMH 12,200
Vaillant, Alphonse & Ruth M5 LSS UO 50
Valentine, Elizabeth Mil L21 L/B 1B5,B00
Mil L2S UO 12,B00
Valley Management Corp. MB L51A UO 4,S50
Valpey, Robert & Alice M3C L26 UB 7S,950
M3C L27 UO 200
Van Hagen, Charles & Madeline M7 LI 32 UB SI,450
Van Ingen, Evelyn H. M22 L16 UO 5,900
Van Vliet, Robert & Elizabeth MB L24 UB 40,700
Van Winkle, Martin & Esther M3C LIS UB 162,650
Veasey, Lewis & Gladys M. M5A L49 UB 24,900
M5 L57 MH/0 7,500
Veasey, William & Betty M5A LS9 UB 3S,500
Vicinus, Charles MS L79 UO 9,B50
Vittum, Carroll MB L2 MH/0 1,B50
Vokes, C. Richard MB LB1 UO 4,B50
Voorhis, Mrs. Grandon Sr. M5 L21 UMH 20,6S5
V.S.H. Realty, Inc. M7 L76 UO 20,000
Waldron, Eugene & Julia M2 L4 UB 41,600
Wallace, Harry A. M7 LSS L/B 65,650
Wallnerand Bloom MS LS7 UB 54,900
MSA L29 UB 16,500
Walsh, David & Gillis, Gerard M6 L16 UO 12.100
Walsh, Sylvia MB L2#S^\ MH/0 5,575
Walsh, Thomas & Suzanne MSC L6 1/2 int. L/B 62,S00








Ward, Alice MSB L44 UB 42,500
Washburn, H. Bradford J. M10 L14 UB 61,250
Washburn, Stanley A. M7 L70 UB 12,450
Watson, Harold S. MB L65 L/B S0,200
Watts, Marion MSB L4 L/B 56,250
Webster, Edwin S., Trustees Mil LSO UO 2,950
M10 LS UOCU 750
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Mil L20 UO 5,050
Mil L40 UO 10,850
Mil L25 V2 int L/B 1S,550
Mil L26 L/0 18,450
Mil L9 UOCU 1,855
M10 LI UOCU 1,910
Mil L29 UO 62,000















M10 L5 UO 600
Mil L70A UO 7S,250
Webster, Frank G.; Hiam, Edw in Mil L18A L/OCU 1,6S5
& Palmer, Richard Mil LS4 LL/B 282,900
Mil L16C L/B 191,700
Mil L25 V2 int UB 1S,550
Mil L48 UB S0,600
Welsh, Douglas Jr. & Deborah MSB L28 UO 7,500
Wentzel, Edward & Eunice M7 LI 26 UO S,800
M7 L127 UB S5,950
Werner, Eric & Daga MS L26 UB S6,100
Wescott, Merle & Gertrude M6 L4A L/MH 21,105
Wescott, Ralph & Ana Maria M9 L18 UB 29,050
West, Eugenia L. M10 L21 UB 10S,550









M10 L50A UB S3,S50
Westberg, Frank E. Jr. MS L82 UB 15,550
Westberg, Ingrid MS L8S UB S9,250
Wheeler, Judy M5 L81 L/MH 17,415
Wheeler, Morton & Lydia M8 L61 UO S7,950
Whinnem, Douglas M2 L22 UB 62,250
White Hat Restaurant MS L46 UB 125,250
White, John 0. Jr. M6 L18 UB S0,950
Whitehead, R.V.C. Jr. M12 L8 UB 51,450
M5A L70 UO 450
Whitesell, Donald B. & Hazel MS L1SD UO 9,400
Whiting, William B. Mil L58 UB 51,800




Whittemore, Albert & Helen M7 LI 00 UB 20,950
Whortleberry, Inc. MS LIS UB 51,700
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M3 L1SE L/0 S,7S0
MS L1SF L/0 4,4S0
MS L1SG L/0 7,1S0
MS L1SK L/0 8,7S0
Wicksman, Dr. Robert & Dorothy MS L74 L/B 27,950
MS L7S L/0 2,1S0
Wiggett, Christine M8 L2 MH/0 2,9S0
Wiggett, Donald & Mary M8 L64 L/MN 12,6S5
Wilkie, Dale & Maureen MSA L2S L/B S5,600
M5 L7 L/0 6,S00
Wilkins, Harold MS L115 MH/0 1,1S0




M7 LS4 L/B 18,7S0
M7 L5S L/B 27,2S0
M7 L54A L/B S8,600
MSA L54 L/B 189,200
Willoughby Ridge Farm M10 L26 MH/0 4,7S0
Wills, Horace MSA LS4 L/B 189,200
Wiltse, Melvin &Gall MS L10S UB 88,700
Windwood Corp. MS LI 00 L/B 118,800
Winslow, Eugene & Gloria MSA L14 L/B 81,650
Winton, Clarence & Margaret MS LS1 L/B 40,600
Wolf, Eleanor M8 L78 UB 87,100
Wood, Violets. M6 L6 L/B 10,200
Wood, Walter & Beverly MSB L20 L/B 41,750
MSB L21 UB 28,050
Woodbridge, Arlene M. M8 L51 UB 58,700
Woodbury, E. Davis & Corinne MSA L6S L/B 28,900
Woodv\/ard, Douglas & Beverly MS L7S UO 950
Young, Elizabeth M7 L2 L/B 2,250
Young, Robert M. MS L49 UB 57,050
Young, Robert & Elvira M11 L60 UB 40,300
Young, William & Susie M7 L9S UB 26,800
Youngman, Burgess H. M7 L14S UB 47,700
M7 L1S1 UO 4,200
Zimmer, Anthony M6 L21 UB 9,640
Zimmer, Frank & Leslie M6 L26 L/MH 10,880
Zimmer, Larry & Donna M6 L2S L/B/MH 16,030
Zimmer, Phillip J. M6 L26 L/B 25,250
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